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F. E. Slingsby. H. L. Watson.
M. R. G. Earls-Davis. S. F. St. M. Williams.

G. B. Hewitt.

CRICKET XI, 1939.
E. S. Freeman. D. P. T. Deshon. P. G. A. Irvine.

H. S. C. Bashford (Capt.) G. W. L. Courtenay. P. H. Humphreys.
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Though in 1914 the Editor of the Shirbltrnian pitied his succes
sors for having nothing but the commonplace to record, we feel little
inclined to boast. However, in spite of the fact that current events
are outside our sphere we owe a duty to posterity and are therefore
bound to tell of the war's effect upon Sherborne.

For the majority of us, though a few had spent some time in
fitting gas masks and receiving "evacuees," the war began on
September 10th, when the school was recalled to stave off an invasion
of expectant mothers, who were threatening to occupy some of the
Houses. Either by fortune or design, our early return coincided
with a large demand by local schools and farmers for labour, so that
our first fortnight was spent in trench digging and harvesting-an
introduction to practical patriotism. However, apart from these
slight inconveniences and certain changes due to the" black-out,"
including an alteration in the time of Sunday evening Chapel,
school routine has been little affected; even" Corps" is very much
as usual.

In the school there is naturally a keen interest in the war, which
expresses itself in such ways as the collecting of souvenirs and
cuttings and in the sticking of coloured flags haphazardly into vast
wall maps. But these latter are only a light-hearted minority, and
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for the majority the war has not yet begun in earnest. In fact,
the war has affected Sherbome so little that we have not even been
flooded out by an expected spate of war poetry, hate verse and the
like; not that we are sorry for we might have found ourselves in
all sorts of difficulties, having to choose between decency and
patriotism.

On the other hand, the war has unfortunately not disturbed the
delicate nervous balance of our ultra-modems and we are still
overwhelmed by a flood of quite unintelligible literature. It is
difficult enough to judge these masterpieces in an undisturbed and
unbiased state of mind; but when we are confronted by letters
from the diehards and moving appeals from the moderns, the task
becomes impossible. I t is sometimes difficult to appreciate the
view points of either side but it is at least possible to follow the
reasoning of the conservative, who is, after all, only a man of common
mould. The modem, on the other hand, rightfully uses incom
prehensible language and forces us to admit that we cannot under
stand him-an unforgiveable crime for an editor.

We thus, rather naturally, dislike this super intellectual, and
our prejudice against him is aggravated by his aggressive air of
superiority which seems to overcome the strongest opposition
leaving him at least the moral victor of all debate. Another of his
characteristics is that he is invariably a member of a small and select
minority. We have heard that a minority is always right, but these
elusive modems never give us poor mortals a chance to catch up
with them. We attempted the impossible by reading T. S. Elliot,
however, by the time we had reached Day Lewis, we found that we
had been left far behind and were actually confronted with a mass
of surrealistic poetry and prose. We politely read these efforts,
agreed with doubtful theories, promised to consider them and then
changed the conversation to more mundane matters.

So new and outrageous are some of the ideas of our moderns
that we are beginning to doubt their sincerity and wonder, if pacifism,
long hair and red ties become the fashion, whether they would
become reactionary in politics, \Vordsworthian in literary taste
and even imperialistic in outlook.
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C. E. W. HENDERSON-VI (Gp. I, Classics)-Westcott House-came 19343, Head of the
School, Head of Westcott House, 1st XV (1937-'38, Capt. 1938), 1st XI Hockey (1937-'38, Capt.
1938), P.T. Instructor with badge, C.S.M. in O.T.C., Member of Duffers, Member of Agricul
turists, Ex-Games Editor of the" Shirburnian." To Trinity College, Oxford.

J. S. STREETER-VI (Modern Studies, History)-School House-came 19333, Head of School
House, Editor of the "Shirburnian," Chapel Prefect, Hon. Sec. Duffers, Hon. Sec. Eclectics,
C.S.M. in O.T.C. (Band 1934-'39), P.T. Instructor with badge, Shooting VIII (1938-'39),
Member of Agriculturists (1937-'38-'39, Capt. 1938-'39), Hon. Sec. School Committee for
Southwark.

A. J. WEATHERHEAD-VI (Gp. I, Classics)-Abbeylands-eame 19333, Head of Abbeylands,
Editor of the" Shirburnian, " Member of Duffers, Sergeant in O.T.C., P.T. Instructor with
badge, Member of Eclectics. Exhibition to Clare College, Cambridge.

M. A. FLOYER-VI (Gp. Ill, Medical)-The Green-came 19333, Head of The Green,
Shooting VIII (1937-'39, Capt. 1939), P.T. Instructor with badge, C.S.M. in O.T.C., Member
of Duffers, Member of Eclectics. To Trinity Hall, Cambridge.

P. G. A. IRVINE-VI (Gp. Ill, Medical)-Abbey House-came 19343, Head of Abbey House,
1st XI Hockey (1938-'39), 1st XV (1938), 1st XI (1939), P.T. Instructor with badge, 1st Class
Gym., Captain of Fives and Squash, Fives Badge (1939), C.Q.M.S. in O.T.C., Member of Duffers,
1st M.B. To Pembroke College, Cambridge.

D. E. HARMAN-VI (Gp. I, Classics)-Lyon House-came 19343, Head of Lyon House,
1st XI Hockey (1939), 2nd XI Cricket (Capt. 1939), 2nd XV (1938), Sergeant in O.T.C., l\iember
of Duffers. To Trinity College, Cambridge.

S. F. ST.M. WILLIAMS-VI (Modern Studies, Law and History)-School House-came
19343, 1st XV (1938-'39), 1st XI Cricket (1937-'38-'39), 1st XI Hockey (1938-'39), P.T. Instructor
with badge, C.Q.M.S. in O.T.C., Member of Agriculturists (1938-'39). To Worcester College,
Oxford.

H. J. C. BASHFORD-VI (Gp. II, History)-The Green-eame 19343, 1st XI Cricket (1936
'37-'38-'39, Capt. 1939), 2nd XV (1939), P.T. Instructor with badge, Sergeant in O.T.C., Member
of Duffers. To Clare College, Cambridge.

C. T. SNUSHALL-VI (Gp. Ill, Maths. and Science)-The Green-eame 19343, 3rd XI
Cricket (1938-'39, Capt., 1939), XXX Blazer 1939, 2nd XI Hockey (1939), 1st Class Gym.,
Gym. Squad (1938-'39, Capt. 1939), P.T. Instructor with badge, Sergeant in O.T.C., Royal
Humane Society's Silver Medal 1938, AId~shot P.T., Member of Duffers.

D. A. D. J. BETHELL-VI (Army Class)-Harper House-eame 19343, Captain of Swimming,
Trebles (1936-'37-'38-'39), 2nd XV (1938), Gym. Squad (1938-'39), Sergeant in O.T.C., P.T.
Instructor with badge, School Fencing, Member of Agriculturists. To R.M.A., Woolwich.
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G. F. R. JAcKSoN-VI (Gp. 11, Languages)-Harper House-eame 19351, Head of Harper
House, 2nd XV (1938), P.T. Instructor with badge, Sergeant in O.T.C., Member of Duffers,
Member of Agriculturists. To Corpus Christi, Cambridge.

J. A. FRASER-VI (Army Class)-Abbey House-came 19351, Boxing badge (1938-'39),
Captain of Boxing 1939, P.T. Instructor with badge, Sergeant in O.T.C. To R.M.A., Woolwich.

UPPER SCHOOL.

Group I (Classics).

F. E. SLINGSBY-VI-School House-came 19343, House Prefect, 1st XI Cricket (1939),
XXX Blazer (1938), P.T. Instructor with badge, Sergeant in O.T.C. (Band 1939), Trebles (1937
'38-'39), Fives and Squash Badge (1939), Member of Eclectics, Member of Agriculturists. To
St. Catherine's College, Cambridge.

E. G. MARKER-VI-Lyon House-came 19352, House Prefect.

G. A. WHYTE-VI-Lyon House-came 19353, House Prefect, 3rd XI Cricket (1938-'39),
School Fives (1938-'39), LjCpl. in O.T.C.

Group II (History).
P. H. HUMPHREYS-VI-Schoo1 House-came 19343, House Prefect, 1st XI Cricket (1938

'39), 2nd XV (1937-'38, Capt. 1938), 2nd XI Hockey (1936-'37), P.T. Instructor with badge,
Sergeant in O.T.C. (Band 1938-'39), Member of Duffers, Member of Agriculturists (1938-'39).
To Worcester College, Oxford.

G. CLAYTON-VI-Harper House-came 19343, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor, Sergeant
in O.T.C., Member of Duffers, Member of Eclectics. Scholarship to Keble College, Oxford.

A. GOULDSMITH-VI-Harper House-came 19351, Corporal in O.T.C. To Trinity Hall,
Cambridge.

Group II (Modern Languages).

D. G. K. FROST-VI-School House-came 19342, House Prefect, Sergeant in O.T.C.
(Band 1938-'39), P.T. Instructor with badge, Member of Duffers, Member of Eclectics, Hon.
Sec. Deutscher Leserkreis, Hon. Sec. Les Polyglottes, Member of Agriculturists (1938-'39). To
St. Catherine's College, Cambridge.

R. H. WHITEWAY-VI-Abbey House-came 19342, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor with
badge, 1st XI Hockey (1939), XXX Blazer (1938), Sergeant in O.T.C., Member of Duffers.
To Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge.

G. B. HEWlTI-VI-School House-came 19343, House Prefect, 1st XI Cricket (1939),
1st XI Hockey (1939), 2nd XV (1938), Tennis VI (1938), Trebles (1937-'38-'39), Sergeant in
O.T.C., P.T. Instructor with badge, Member of Agriculturists (1938-'39).

G. L. HENSON-VI-Harper House-came 19343, House Prefect, 2nd XV (1938), P.T.
Instructor with badge, Sergeant in O.T.C., Member of Duffers. To St. Edmund Hall, Oxford.

F. A. G. PooLE-VI-The Green-came 19343, House Prefect, Corporal in O.T.C., P.T.
Instructor, Member of Duffers. To Peterhouse College, Cambridge.

D. E. ELLls-VI-Lyon House-came 19351, House Prefect, 2nd XI Cricket (1938-'39),
P.T. Instructor with badge, School Fives (1938-'39), School Squash (1938-'39).

A. G. DENNE-VI-Lyon House-came 19353, House Prefect, LjCpl. in O.T.C., P.T.
Instructor, 3rd XI (1938).

B. N. O'MEARA-V-School House-came 19351, LjCpl. in O.T.C.
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Group III (Mathematics and Science).
N. T. HOBBs-VI-Abbey House--came 19343, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor with badge,

Member of Duffers, Member of Eclectics, Sergeant in O.T.C. To Sidney Sussex College,
Cambridge.

J. A. CooK-VI-Harper House--came 19343, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor, Sergeant in
O.T.C.

J. R. ELLIs-VI-Harper House--came 19353, House Prefect, 1st XV (1938), Trebles (1938
'39), 2nd XI Hockey (1939), Corporal in O.T.C., P.T. Instructor.

P. E. W. STEDHAM-V-Abbeylands-eame 19353, LjCpI. in O.T.C. To Gonville and Caius,
Cambridge.

B. H. E. SOLoMoN-V-School House-came 19353• To South Eastern Agricultural College,
Wye, Kent.

Group III (Medical).

W. J. D. EBERLIE-VI-School House--came 19343, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor, Sergeant
in O.T.C. To St. John's College, Cambridge.

R W. BARTER-VI-Lyon House--came 19351, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor, Corporal
in O.T.C. To Trinity College, Dublin.

P. B. PHILIP-SMITH-VI-Abbey House--came 19352, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor with
badge, Corporal in O.T.C., Member of Eclectics, Member of Duffers. To Pembroke College,
Cambridge.

L. G. KILPATRICK-VI-Westcott House--came 19352, House Prefect, Corporal in O.T.C.,
P.T. Instructor with badge, Member of Eclectics. To New College, Oxford.

D. C. G. BETI-VI-School House--came 19352, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor, Corporal
in O.T.C., Assistant Stage Manager, Member of Agriculturists, Passed Science Prelim. To Exeter
College, Oxford.

P. K. LEDGER-VI-School House--came 19353, House Prefect, 1st XV (1938), P.T. Instructor
with badge, Corporal in O.T.C. (Band 1939), Assistant Stage Manager. To St. Catherine's College,
Cambridge.

B. L. WHITEHEAD-V-The Green-eame 19343, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor with badge,
Sergeant in O.T.C. To St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London.

ARMY CLASS.

A. T. K. CORKE-VI-School House--came 19343, House Prefect, Trebles (1936-'37-'38-'39),
Shooting VIII, (1938-'39), P.T. Instructor with badge, Sergeant in O.T.C., Member of
Agriculturists.

B. M. WARD-VI-Lyon House--came 19343, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor with badge,
Sergeant in O.T.C., Trebles (1937-'38-'39), Member of Duffers. To R.M.A., Woolwich.

W. P. O'C. WYLDE-VI-Westcott House--came 19343, House Prefect, Corporal in O.T.C.,
P.T. Instructor with badge. To R.M.C., Sandhurst.

R. G. STEVENs-VI-School House--came 19351, House Prefect, Corporal in O.T.C., P.T.
Instructor, Member of Eclectics, Member of Duffers, Member of Agriculturists. To RM.C.,
Sandhurst.

J. S. SOUTHEY-VI-School House--came 19351, House Prefect, Captain of Tennis (1939).
Corporal in O.T.C., P.T. Instructor. To R.M.C., Sandhurst.
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V. H. S. HANNAY-VI-Abbey House-came 19352, House Prefect, Shooting VIII
(1937-'38-'39), Trebles (1937-'38-'39), Gym. Squad (1938-'39), 1st Class Gym., Sergeant in
a.T.C., P.T. Instructor. To RM.A., Woolwich.

A. a. BARKER-VI-Lyon House-came 19352, House Prefect, Corporal in a.T.C. To
R.M.A., Woolwich.

J. N. E. SLEE-VI-School House-came 19352, House Prefect, Gym. Squad (1938-'39),
LjCpl. in O.T.C., P.T. Instructor, Member of Agriculturists (1938-39).

C. S. R DAIN-VI-Abbeylands-came 19343, House Prefect, Sergeant in a.T.C., P.T.
Instructor. To RM.A., Woolwich.

J. E. MOORE-VI-School House-came 19361, 1st XV (1938), Sergeant in a.T.C., P.T.
Instructor, Librarian, Member of Agriculturists. To Royal Navy.

T. A. W. KIRKWOOo-V-Lyon House-came 19352, House Prefect, Sergeant in O.T.C.
P.T. Instructor, 2nd XI Hockey (1939). To RM.C., Sandhurst.

F. CUVE-V-Harper House-came 19351, 2nd XV (1938), LjCpl. in O.T.C.

Group IV (Modern Studies).
R N. CHIGNELL-VI-Westcott House-came 19343, House Prefect, 2nd XI Cricket

(1938-'39), Corporal in O.T.C., P.T. Instructor with badge. To Jesus College, Cambridge.

J. C. AINSCOUGH-VI-The Green-came 19343• To Lincoln College, Oxford.

M. G. KING-VI-Abbeylands-came 19351, House Prefect, Shooting VIII (1938-'39),
Trebles (1937-'38-'39), P.T. Instructor with badge.

M. R. G. EARLs-DAVIS-VI-School House-came 19352, House Prefect, 1st XI (1938-'39),
2nd XV (1938), P.T. Instructor with badge, Corporal in a.T.C. To Corpus Christi College,
Cambridge.

N. T. WARREN-VI-Abbey House-came 19353, Corporal in a.T.C. with Signaller's Badge.
Scholarship to London School of Printing.

J. K. J. HOLMAN-V-Lyon House-came 19351, House Prefect, 1st XV (1938), School
Squash team (1936-'37-'38-'39), Tennis VI (1938-'39).

J. A. HOYLAND-V-The Green-came 19343, House Prefect, Corporal in a.T.C., P.T.
Instructor.

G. F. Doo-V-The Green-came 19353, House Prefect, Corporal in O.T.C. To Imperial
College of Science and Technology, London.

J. E. M. BARNEs-V-Westcott House-came 19353, House Prefect, LjCpl. in a.T.C., P.T.
Instructor.

J. N. WALTON-V-Abbeylands-came 19353•

G. R WRIGHT-V-Harper House-came 19361, 2nd XI Hockey (1939), Trebles
(1937-'38-'39), Gym. Squad (1939).

MIDDLE SCHOOL.

Form IV.
R G. COURT-Westcott House-came 19361• To Loom's School, Connecticut, D.S.A.

Form Ill ..
M. ATKINSON-IIIa-The Green-came 19372•
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Editors of the" Shirburnian."

Head of the School
School Prefects

Games Editor ...
Sub-Editor
Captains of Football

Shooting
Fives
Boxing
Gym.

SCHOOL OFFICERS.

A. H. MURRAY (f).
A. H. MURRAY.

R. FG. LILLEY (a).
H. L. WATSON (b).
J. C. SAMPSON (c).
R. A. BETHELL (d).
C. C. G. DRAPER (h).
L. F. BAKER (g).
L. J. MELHUISH (a).
C. C. G. DRAPER.

H. L. WATSON.

N. R. A. LEAKEY (a).
H. L. WATSON.

W. T. BENsTEAD-Sr.UTH (b).
L. PEEL-YATES (b).
P. M. LESLIE-JONES (b).
R. FG. LILLEY.

This term, owing to the War, several members of the Staff have left to join the
forces, their places being taken by temporary masters. Mr. Watkins was appointed to
the staff of a local infantry brigade as Intelligence Officer and Mr. Holmes has now
joined the brigade at Frome as Staff Captain. Mr. Green, who left us last term to train
Militia, has gone abroad. We welcome Mr. J. P. Blake to the permanent Staff, and
Messrs. G. V. Carey, J. B. Bransbury and Brigadier A. H. Moberly, O.S. to the
temporary Staff. Mr. T. A. Bell, an old master, rejoined the School for a short time at
the beginning of term. Mr. Knight, O.S., came to join the Modern Language Staff
just before half-term.

The Headmaster was ordained Priest by the Bishop of Salisbury in the School
Chapel on September 24th.

THE HEADMASTER'S ORDINATION.

In the School Chapel on September the 24th, the Headmaster received the Order
of Priesthood at the hands of the Bishop of Salisbury. Probably this very beautiful
service was unfamiliar to most of those present-Governors, masters, boys and friends
of Mr. Wallace-certainly it was the first time that it had been heard in the Chapel.
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To some of us its impressiveness was heightened by the thought that we were
met in the pre-Reformation Hall of the Abbots of Sherbome: who, in their turn, must
have looked back with reverence to the dim figure of Saint EaldheIm, Scholar, Bishop
and founder of the School. And now, after 1200 years, his successor in direct line,
himself an Old Shirbumian, had come to give full orders to the latest of the long pro
cession of the School's rulers, and thus in an unique way the Present was linked up with
the Past.

The robed clergy included the Dean of Winchester-who preached the sermon
the Rev. H. Dunkin, a former Housemaster of The Green who, in the absence of the
Archdeacon, presented the ordinand to the Bishop, the Vicar of Sherbome, the Bishop's
Chaplain, and the clerical members of the staff. The Franciscan Community from
Batcombe was also represented. A.F.

At the beginning of term, while the ground was still a little too hard for Rugger,
the whole School, as well as several members of the Staff, dug trenches round the
" Lower" so that the Abbey Schools might have the regulation precautions taken in
order to start their term. Trenches were also hewn out of three feet of rock in a field
at the top of the town for the Council School.

We congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Baker on the birth of a son, in whose honour the
Headmaster kindly granted a Half-holiday.

We also congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Bransbury on the birth ofa daughter.

Another Half-holiday was enjoyed on October 23rd in honour of J. C. Sloper,
who won the Huish Exhibition.

Among the books added to the Library are the following :-
Electrical Engineering. Marchant. The Royal Air Force. Pollard.
France. The Whig Supremacy. Williams.
Italy. The American Political Scene. Darvall.
The War behind the War. Chambers. Personality and Politics. Thompson.
Ideals of Nationhood. Lord Bledisloe. Democracy in the Dock. Clark.
The Emporor Charles V. Karl Brandi. Man's Unconquered Mind. Chambers.
Rubens. Stained Glass. Arnold and Saint.
Cezanne. You're the Doctor. Heiser.
Wiltshire. Mel. Poems. Spender.
Dorset. Mel. New Verse-an Anthology. Grigson.
Science Civilisation. Lovell. Plato. Leon.
The World's Open Spaces. Kimble. The City Page. Lee.
The Monroe Doctrine and World Peace. British Railways To-day. Fenelon.

Scudder.
Economics for Democrats. Crowther.

WE TAKE OFF OUR HATS TO:-

Mr. Bensly for riding to Dorchester in his invalid-car and having to wait there two days for
his batteries to be recharged.
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To the Historian who suggested that William the Conqueror was defied by Hereward the
Rake.

To the Cert. " A " candidate who made provision for the walking dead.

To the Master who said, "the more I see ofthe English Parentthe more I think of the English
Boy."

To the N.C.O. who ordered his platoon to stretch the right foot to the full extent of the left arm

To Lord Haw-haw of Hamburg for announcing the destruction of Sherbome.

HOUSE CHALLENGE CUPS, 1939.
No. Event. Winner. No. Event. Winnel.

1 Senior Football a 22 Swimming Tests b
2 Junior " a2 13 Gym. Tests b
3 Thirds " a 14 P.T. Competition b&d
4 Senior Cricket a2&b 11 House Fives a1
5 Junior "

g 18 Senior Shooting a1
6 League

"
g 20 Junior "

c
37 Senior Hockey g 21 Pairs, open Range g
10 Junior " a2 32 Pairs, Miniature Range c
24 Senior Sports a2 17 Drill and Tactics a
25 Junior " a2 34 Glee Singing b
23 Relay " a2 35 Unison d
15 Senior Swimming d 36 Piano and Musicianship h
16 Junior "

g

We congratulate the following on gaining their colours :-

Oct. 14th

Nov. 6th

R. FG. Lilley (re-gained).

A. C. Walker (re-gained).
D. P. T. Deshon (re-gained).

1ST XV.

2ND XV.

H. L. Peel Yates (re-gained).

J. R. Proctor.

Oct. 14th D. C. Organ (re-gained).
J. E. Bass-Thompson.

Oct. 28th J. W. G. French.
G. W. Hammond.
S. S. Elvery.

Oct. 31st R. A. Bethell.
P. G. A. Vipan.

Oct. 10th Bowker.
Kidner.

Oct. 17th Lilley, R. J.
Ricketts, M. R.

COLTS.

P. M. de C. Williams.
J. R. Proctor.

K. W. G. Wilson.
E. H. Walsworth-Bell.

C. G. White.

Sutcliffe.

Leakey, I. R. A.
Hawkins.
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BIRTHDAY HONOURS.

LIEUTENANT-GENERAL C. G. WILLIAMS (c 1895-1898) received the K.C.B.

MAJoR J. C. TozER (a 1904-1907) received the honour of Knighthood.

REAR-ADMIRAL H. R. MOORE, C.V.O., D.S.O., (a 1899-1903), was given the C.B.

COLONEL R. H. WILSON, M.C. (a 1900-1904), received a C.1.E.

Both MAJoR R. A. GRANT (d 1915-1918), and R. W. C. BAKER-BEALL (c 1916-1922)
were granted the M.B.E.

GENERAL.

A. T. LENNOX-BoYD, M.P. (gI918-23) was appointed, on the outbreak of war,
Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Food.

G. E. HEADLAM (gI894-1896) has been appointed Headmaster of the Oratory School
and J. D. LEAN (b 1919-1922), has become Headmaster ofPontefract.

REv. 1. H. A. KING (g 1914-1919) is domestic chaplain to the Primate ofIreland.

LIEUT-COLONEL F. ROMER (a 1884-1889), has been appointed a Commander of
the Order of the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem.

SIR MICHAEL NAIRN (f 1889-1891) has been appointed Deputy-Lieutenant for the
county of Fife.

F. F. R. MARTIN (d 1925-1929) has become a Fellow of the Royal College
of Surgeons).

C. L. HIND (f 1924-1928) has obtained the Fellowship ofthe Institute of Actuaries.

J. L. FLUKER (c 1931-1936) has been awarded a First Class in the Natural Sciences
Tripos.

MARRIAGES.

SMITH-CEDERSCHOLD. The marriage took place on July 19th between F. W.
OWEN SMITH (b 1927-'32) and MONICA, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gunnar Cederschold
of Paris.

SHARPE-BARRANCE. On the 4th of September, the marriage took place between
BRIAN W. B. SHARPE (b 1920-'24) and MARY JOY, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
Barrance of Seaford.

ENGAGEMENT.

The engagement is announced of LIEUT. R. C. S. DICK, R.A.M.C. (a 1927-'31) to
MISS ANN FELL, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fell ofNew Zealand.
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OBITUARY.

August, 1939. LESTER, JOHN BINGLEY GARLAND Ca 1878-1884).

January 1939. ROMER, LT.- COL. FRANK, M.D. Ca 1884-1889).

July 1939. TEMPERLEY, HAROLD WILLIAM VAZEILLE Cb 1893-1898). An obituary
appears below.

July 1939. BLENCOWE, John Henry Rodger Cc 1933-1937).

October 1939. FREEMAN, EDWARD CHARLES. Coach and groundsman to Shcrborne
School.

"Edward Charles Freeman, whose death has occurred in his 79th year, played
cricket occasionally for Essex, but he was better known as the curator of the old Leyton
ground and the coach of Sherborne School.

" In more recent years Freeman, who was the uncle of the wonderful' Tich,' had
charge of several Essex grounds. Who will ever forget the pitch he prepared at Brent
wood where Kent in 1934 scored 803 for four wickets ?" News Chronicle, 18/10/39.

Harold Temperley came to Sherborne in 1893. His two elder brothers, the younger
of whom was President ofthe O.S. Society for the past year were in. the School House,
but he went to Abbey House which was then in the charge ofW. B. Wildman, his uncle.
It was in those days a very small house, so small that at one time H. T., with G. E.
Steadham, now Headmaster of the Oratory School, fonned two thirds of its boy popu
lation. Temperley soon became a member of the sixth form. He was already able to
draw upon an unusually large store of reading and he had an encyclopoedic knowledge
of many subjects. Canon Westcott allowed him in his last year at School to browse
more or less at will in the library. He was one of the original" Duffers"; he edited
the" Shirburnian "; and he was head of the School. He played occasionally in the XV
without getting his colours and he was a keen but incompetent cricketer. Those who
took part in it may remember a house match on the "Upper." Temperley, being
captain, put himself on to bowl and in the one over which he allowed himself bowled
five consecutive wides. The ball, projected with a round-arm delivery, pitched or alter
natively did not pitch, at a distance from the off stump ranging from six feet to fifteen.
The few spectators and the players remained spell-bound by this performance.

Going up in 1898 with a scholarship to King's, Cambridge, Temperley won almost
every prize and distinction which was open to him. He persuaded himself, and for a
time the college captain of hockey, that he was a born goalkeeper and in all seriousness
he told the writer of these reminiscences that he was hoping to find a place in
the University side. His burly figure swathed in pads, sweater and a Norfolk jacket,
would discuss men and things with friends on the goal line, from time to time rushing
out with brandished stick, barging his way through the defending backs and the attacking
forwards, between whom he made no discrimination, and taking a flying and often
unsuccessful kick at the ball. He would then return to his place and finish the sentence
which had been interrupted.
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A correspondent of the Times alludes to the way in which H. T., always respectful
of the memories of the dead, would tell stories which were "amiably and joyfully
inaccurate" about the living. Those who knew him well will remember this trait. With
his hands in his pockets, his legs stretched their full length, he would throw his head
back, give a loud preparatory guffaw, tell his story and round it off with a violent tattoo
with his heels. When in France at, I think, the time of the Peace Conference, he was
a temporary patient in hospital. The nurse in attendance told him that she must leave
him as she had to give a cup of bovril and an injection of strychnine to a distinguished,
but, at the time, unpopular statesman who was in the same hospital. "I said to her,"
remarked H. T. to the writer, "Can't you inject the bovril and give him the strychnine
to drink?" He might have said this but it is as likely that he invented it.

Sherborne scholarship in the closing years of the last century did not reach the
heights which it did in the" eighties" and was to regain later on, but on the top bench
of the old sixth form room in 1897 there sat, side by side,H. R. Dean, the future Master
of Trinity Hall and Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge, and Harold Temperley, the future
Master of Peterhouse. Appointed in the summer of 1938 to succeed General Birdwood,
Temperley returned from presiding at the historical congress at Zurich to enter upon
his new duties. He was stricken with a serious illness in the winter and made a partial
recovery but there was a relapse and he died in July. Many will remember him not
only as an historian with an international reputation but as a man conspicuous for the
generosity of his friendships. Sherborne may well be proud of this most distinguished
son. M.S.D. (O.S.)

PROFESSOR H. W. TEMPERLEY.

"When he had secured two firsts in the Historical Tripos he went to Peterhouse
where he was elected a Fellow in 1904. He was in Albania in 1910, at the time of the
insurrection of the "Young Turks," and was a target for brigands bullets both there and
in Macedonia. In 1911-12 he lectured at Harvard University. Joining the Army after
the outbreak ofwar, he served in the Fife and Forfar Yeomanry in the Dardanelles Expedi
tion, as a Captain, after which he went to the Salonika front as a Staff Officer, reaching
the rank of major. Later he was acting attache in Serbia. His knowledge of the Balkans
was further extended by a mission to Montenegro in 1918-20 and his work on the
Albanian Frontier in 1921.

"Meanwhile he had been a member of the delegation to the Paris Peace
Conference as an expert on frontier problems in Central Europe and the Balkans. As
friend of the late King Alexander of Yugo-Slavia, he visited the country at least every
two years. He was appointed President of the International Historical Congress in
1933.



Female goshawk, " Cully " arrives at Fist.

The Peregrine Tiereel " Midget" hits the' lure'

(see page 324.)
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"Temperley was the sole editor of the official" History of the Peace Conference
of Paris." With Dr. G. P. Gooch he edited for the Government the twelve volumes of
" British Documents on the Origins of the War." In 1928 he served on the Historical
MSS. Commission. Among his works are:-

" Life of Canning"; "Frederic the Great & Kaiser Joseph"; "History of
Serbia" ; and (with L. L. M. Penson) " Foundations of the British Foreign Office."

He was twice married, his second wife being the daughter of the late Canon
Temperley."

ALICE RHOADES.

Died October 29, aged 88 years.

It is possible that you may not hear from anyone else ofthe widow ofJames Rhoades,
so long the Housemaster of Abbeylands. She was his second wife, and few who
were members of that House during James Rhoades' reign could be unaware of her
charming hospitaility and constant care for their welfare. One of the pleasantest mani
festations of this hospitality was a habit of inviting us to a sort of picnic tea at a farm
house in the neighbourhood. A brother of mine was not a little surprised when con
fronted by a locked five-bar gate: Mrs. Rhoades with the greatest ease put a hand
on the top-bar and vaulted over it. She was very interested in the Flower Sundays
of those days, when each House took it in turn to provide flowers for a London
hospital.

Your columns contained on one occasion some graceful verses signed M. J., which
initials her husband told us stood for Mother-Jim. He was himself always known
as Jimmy. The memory of those known by such abbreviations is proverbially sweet
and Jimmy and Mother Jim were no exception to the rule. E. J. N.

J. B. G. LEsTER Ca 1878-1884).

Hew as a School Prefect and in the XI in 1882-84, being captain his last year. He
was also in the XV during his last year at school. He proceeded to University College,
Oxford, where he took a Second Class in History. He became a solicitor. During the
last War he was director of Supplies to the Allies at the Ministry of Munitions and
received the O.B.E. for his services, together with Belgian, Italian and Russian
decorations.
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THE DUFFERS.

At the moment of going to press we have had only three meetings. The first was
at Lyon House, where we heard an enlightening Paper read by the Rev. W. L. S. F1eming,
entitled" The Perspective of Geology," in which he was able to teach us much about
the wonders of the evolution of the World as we know it. Owing to the advancement
of the time of Evening Chapel, which was instituted shortly after this first meeting,
it has been necessary to hold the other meetings at 6.30-a quite unprecedented happen
ingin the history of the Duffers-and which is to be regretted, since it removes much
of the value of the Duffers as a social as well as a literary society, in that it is now quite
impossible for the regular afternoon" tea fight" to take place. We have also heard
at Harper House an interesting Paper by J. C. Sampson on the Life, Work, and Diary
of Samuel Pepys. At School House J. K. Cordy read a Paper on Charles Lamb, which,
as the reader intended, served as an excellent introduction to that writer for those who
were either unacquainted with the bulk of his works or who had rarely met him before.
We have yet to hear C. C. Draper on John Keats at Abbey House, and Mr. B. J. F.
Picton on Music of the 16th Century" at Westcott House. C. C. D.

ECLECTICS.

At a meeting held at the beginning of the term it was unanimously decided to
alter the nature of the Society to che following extent :-

(a) That Eclectics should not confine themselves solely to debating, but should
have discussions once or twice a term on subjects of general interest.

(b) That refreshments should be provided at the end of every meeting.

Of the first two meetings held so far, one has been a debate and the other a dis
cussion-the latter being the more successful of the two. It is hoped that at least two
more will be filled in before the end of the term. A.H.M

LES POLYGLOTTES.

We are now modern; we have followed suit; in other words, like all the best
concerns we have amalgamated! With whom? With the German society, of course.
So now we are really polyglot at last; in fact we even speak three languages, French,
German-and English. We have exercised our French upon" Le Mariage de Figare"
of Beaumarchais; we have wrestled with von Kleist's "Der Zerbrochene Krug" ;
English is now" verboten"-but, I mean to say-give a chap a chance !
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Mr. Holmes has had to relinquish his post of chairman, while Mr. Watkins has
joined up. However these gaps have been ably filled by Mr. Baker and Mr. Knight.

Also, in compensation, we have been entertained by a hitherto unsuspected display
of histrionic talent by Mr. Baker, who was" featured" as Don Guzman Brid'oisen, a
stammering lieutenant of artillery, and with a by-no-means one-sided conversation
regarding the " black-out" of the oak-room conducted by Mr. Baker in French against
Mr. Clarke in German. W.G.S.

THE WILDMAN SOCIETY.

After the customary snap debate in which twenty-one new members were elected, a
debate was held in the lower library on September 21st, the motion being" this House
believes in collective security." There was a good attendance and the motion was lost
by twelve votes to nineteen. Two more debates will be held this term on November
11th and December 2nd. The motions will be :-" This House believes that the art
and literature of the twentieth century is superior to that of any other period," and
"this House declares that the internal combustion engine is the source ofall our troubles."
The Society now has a total of thirty-five members. P.S.M., Hon. Sec.
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SHERBORNE AND THE MILITIA.

Since the introduction of compulsory military service the old meaning of the word
" militia" has been forgotten. According to the English common law every male adult
had a duty, if called upon, to defend his country from invasion, and even to march
beyond the immediate boundary of his county if an invader appeared elsewhere.

Such a danger seemed imminent in the first few years of the 19th century when
Napoleon was preparing a camp at Boulogne from which it was expected that troops
would be transported to one of the southern maritime counties of England. Dorset
was forced to take measures against this peril. The old militia was an inefficient and
unwieldy force. According to the Act of 1757 each parish had to provide a quota of
militia-men. The choice of these " conscripts" was decided by ballot. A Dorchester
and Sherborne Insurance Office run by a local printer and newspaper proprietor named
Cruttwell provided an opportunity for those who were chosen by the ballot to be com
pensated or exempted. For a premium of 7/6 (paid, of course, before the ballot was
taken) a subscriber to the company would obtain £5 in the event ofhis being chosen; for
a premium of 10/6 a sum of £7. Those who could afford a premium of 16/- obtained
a sum of £lO-or a substitute. Presumably the Company had a panel of "substitutes"
who could be called on.

The government realised that this militia had to be supplemented by a reserve.
"Enthusiasm and the danger of invasion led to the formation of Volunteer associations
in various Dorset towns and villages. Sherborne volunteers were given an important
place in the peace celebrations of Amiens f1801-2), but it was not till the resumption
of hostilities in 1803 that enrollment was actively encouraged in Sherborne. A public
meeting was held on August 18, 1803, in the Town Hall, to consider forming a military
association; Earl Digby was in the chair; an enrolment book was placed at the Half
Moon (where the militia meetings were usually held), and a banking account opened
at the Sherborne and Dorset Bank, where subscriptions were invited (£650 were
collected).

Later, the Lillington Corps, stationed at Leweston, marched to Sherborne, preceded
by a brass band, and were then joined by 120 of the Sherborne Corps and drawn up
before the Castle. The Earl inspected the contingent and the men" were plentifully
regaled from his cellars; they then gave three times three and marched back through
the town." They were dismissed at the King's Arms, where they probably again cele
brated their outing. The newspaper report says that there were four companies of 360
men (including men from Bradford Abbas and Lillington). During the summer, a
14 day camp was held at Weymouth for the Shaftesbury, Sherborne, Lillington and
Gillingham volunteers.
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Another report gives some idea of the plan of defence. When the alarm was given,
the first Dorset volunteer battalion was to lead the van and proceed to Salisbury to be
joined there by the volunteers of West Wiltshire and Christchurch, then to push on to
Andover, where the Duke of Cumberland would assume the command.

But Napoleon did not come and the Volunteers were eventually disbanded. The
value of the volunteers is difficult to judge. Hardy, in the " Trumpet-Major," makes
fun of them, their drilling between church services, poor old Cripplestraw who could
not bite off the end of his cartridge because he had no teeth, and the sergeant who did
not know his left hand from his right and had continually to refer to his " Gover'ment
book" for the correct instructions. But these" incapables" were made of stouter
stuff than they appeared; fortunately they were not put to the test. W.B.S.
To the Editor of the" Shirbumian."

AN ARTICLE ON" THE PSEUDO-INTELLECTUAL."

A Public School is divided into two groups: those who think they are" tough,"
and those who imagine that they are of the intelligentsia. Both sets are, unhappily,
misguided, though it would be untrue to deny that there are some ape-like horrors, and
a very few genuinely clever folk. However, to continue my sermon, I am going to dismiss
forthwith from this article, any further mention of those in the first category, simply
because they are not worthy of any consideration whatsoever; overfed baboons are
uninteresting objects. Pseudo-intellectuals are much more in my line; I'm going to
deal with them.

Don't imagine that a person is a pseudo-intellectual because he grows his hair
long; that is a childish error. No, your pseudo specimen is easy enough to spot; look
for the man-remembering that children of seventeen are styled "men" at public
schools-who tries to see the dismal side of everyday events; the one who whispers
Oscar Wildeian epigrams into his fellow's ear-dear Oscar was a typical pseudo
intellectual; it is greatly to his credit that he was well aware of the fact-who essays
to take Day Lewis seriously and make surrealistic poetry an ideal; the one who professes
with a bored and unconcerned air, that to-day, Civilization is guns, restriction
poison gas, and many other cheerful forms of mutilation.

Some will already begin to suspect me of exaggeration; if I am guilty of any crime,
be sure it is that of meiosis. Nevertheless, I will soothe any doubts with a true example.
One of these pseudo-birds wrote a poem which was very full of Day Lewis, and not a
little T. S. Eliot, and presented it to our genial Editor; the Editor did not understand
what it meant; nor did the Author. This was hardly surprising, for the following is
an extract from his handiwork:

" .i saw

Mr. Chamberlain selling synthetic towels to men in purple tights and green
socks . . . "
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Our Prime Minister has done many striking things, for good or bad, but nothing
quite so bizarre and" Daily Mirror" as this. I am forced to the conclusion that the
perpetrator of this horrid prose-it has no relation to poetry-thought he was being
clever. In point of fact, he was only being vulgar.

The pseudo-intellect does not confine itself to poetry; we have only to remember
Bernard Shaw, who has been making a consummate fool of himself since this War
began. Either he hasn't read his History-book, or he must think that it is clever to
blame England entirely for this political mix-up; it is a contemptible form of imbecility
to belittle your own country without a complete self-conviction of your facts, Mr. Shaw.
As a playwrite, I find you admirable; as a politician, you are not even funny.

Can't we end it all? Can't we abolish for ever, purple politicians in blue bathing
towels? Can't we be genuine enough to write what we really think, and not what we
feel it would be rather " bright" to think? I am rather afraid that we can do none of
these things. I would no sooner expect the pseudo-intellectual to disappear, than I
would expect to read a surrealistic poem that scanned. Such miracles are not of this
world. ROVI.

A JOURNEY BY AIR.

War broke out towards the end of my holidays in Palestine and so my parents
decided to s~nd me home by air.

Accordingly I arrived at Tiberias on the sea of Galilee, the next stop after Basra
for westbound planes. The bells rung to announce the arrival of the flying boat, and we
turned our eyes towards the East; from over the red sandstone mountains appeared
a tiny speck. This speck grew rapidly and formed itself into an aeroplane soon assuming
the gracefu1lines of the flying boat. She circled round the lake narrowly missing the
great mountains of Trans-Jordan, bordering the sea of Galilee, and landed like a seagull
on the lake. When she first touched the blue water with the aftermost part ofher keel, a
thin sheet of divided waters spread out like an arrow head to fall in thick spray many
yards behind her tail. She soon lost way and picked up her moorings; the engines
stopped and she swung to the slight breeze blowing down the lake. Her name was the
"Gasseopra." The Shell Aviation immediately came alongside and filled her tanks.

The travellers came ashore to have lunch and I prepared to embark. My luggage
was stowed in the freight room and I was shown my seat by the Flight Steward. I was
very surprised to see what a lot ofroom there was. The foremost cabin, directly beneath
the wing, was wider than a railway compartment. There were three adjustable armchairs
in this cabin which could be made erect or like a couch by pulling or pushing two leaves.
The cushions, when detached, became lifebelts. Behind this came the promenade
deck, with a double row ofchairs down one side of it, and a corridor on the other where
one could walk up and down. Behind this came the smoky cabin and then the aft
freight room. Forward of the centre cabin were two lavatories, a kitchen, a freight room,
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and a compartment for mooring tackle. Above that was the control cabin and
wireless room. There was a library and the Flight Steward could produce anything
from a pin to cures for airsickness. Tea, cocoa, and drinks could be had at
any time.

When the passengers had re-embarked, seventeen in all, with a crew of four, we
took our seats and the engines were started. We slipped our moorings and then the four
engines were opened to full throttle, and I felt as if I was being pushed through the
back of my chair. The water raced past and spray was thrown high above the wings.
I could feel the aftermost part of the keel just cutting the surface and then we were
in the air. We climbed steeply so as to flyover the high surrounding hills, and made off
towards Mount Carmel, leaving the blue water surrounded by the red hills behind us.
Haifa looked a tiny place from-six thousand feet with its harbour with two warships
in it and its camouflaged oil tanks. Then we left the Holy Land behind on the horizon
and flew out over the Mediterranean to Alexandria. About three hours later we were
flying over Nile delta, and the palm trees and huts looked like dots. Soon Alexandria
came in sight and we circled round the harbour skimming the masts of the many war
ships there. We were soon down to within a few feet of the water and as we touched
the water it felt as if we were driving over very stonyground without any springs. When
we had arrived at the customs' office we were driven off to a hotel in a special Imperial
Airways bus and there we spent the night.

The next day we were off early in the morning bound for Athens and then to the
island of Corfu. It was uninteresting until we reached the little islands scattered round
the south of the Greek coast, with their tiny villages hardly discernible from our height.
An hour later we were flying over the Acropolis and all the ruins of ancient Athens. We
landed and had our papers stamped but unfortunately did not stay long enough to go
sightseeing. Soon we were back again in the boat and flying over the Corinthian canal
which looked like a long straight scar in the earth with a large cut in one side where a
landslide had occurred. We flew up the thickly wooded coast of Greece and arrived at
Corfu just before a thunder storm. The dark black clouds were piled up above the
green wooded hills and white houses with the full blue waters in the foreground. We
pent the night at the little village of Corfu.

We started early the next morning for Brindisi, which we reached in about three
quarters of an hour. There was no shipping there except for one sloop. Having re
fuelled there we started for Lake Bracciane, north of Rome. There were very few cars
on the roads which looked very third class. Unfortunately we ran right into a very bad
thunderstorm which made visibility poor. The plane was thrown this way and that
and would sometimes rise and fall fifty feet or so. It was marvellous how the automatic
gear managed to keep her on an even keel. We arrived at Bracciane safely, however,
and left for Marseilles with good weather in front of us. It was very cold flying at eight
to nine thousand feet, even with the central heating on. We crossed over Sardinia and
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Nice, we could see Venice and the Alps in the distance. We arrived at Marseilles and
set off again to Lake Torre, south-west of Bordeaux, and this was most unexciting, not
being able to see any of the fighting. We flew some two thousand miles that day.

The next morning we took off and flew up the coast of St. Nazire. Here we thought
we would have to spend the day owing to bad weather and the French Air Ministry's
order that Civil planes must fly at a thousand feet and must keep below the clouds,
otherwise they might be shot down. However, we went on and ran into some low clouds
over the channel. We missed our bearings slightly and found ourselves flying over the
east end of Bournemouth instead of over Poole, but we soon landed on Poole harbour
after a journey which had taken three and a half days, two days longer than the normal
peace time flight owing to the order against night-flying.

FALCONRY, THE SPORT OF KINGS.

In the summer of 1938 three members of the School started Falconry by taking
two nestling kestrels from down the Yeo Valley. We also obtained three merlins from
Scotland. Both the kestrels and merlins turned out to be delightful little hawks. The
kestrels were very tame but required very careful feeding to make them come promptly
to the "lure." Unfortunately the male kestrel, who we called" His Nibs," had an
unpleasant habit of screaming and delighted to sun himself on the top of trees and
telegraph poles, while the owner frantically swung the lure below. Both would come
400 yards to the lure when finally trained. The merlins were much quicker and more
alive than the kestrels and one of the male merlins, "Pebles " showed good sport on
Pevensey Marshes. We also succeeded in keeping two merlins through the winter,
which is very difficult, as merlins are rather delicate.

Since then we have kept sparrowhawks, goshawks, peregrines and a male buzzard.
The sparrowhawks were very delicate and prone to fits, which generally proved fatal.
They were also very wild and, indeed, they rightly have the reputation of being the
wildest and hardest to train of all hawks. The goshawks were not nearly so wild,
but are very suspicious, and in many ways are like their smaller cousin the sparrowhawk.

We attempted last summer to hack two peregrines in the neighbourhood of Sher
borne, but both became feral and for some days were seen flying over Lenthay Common
and Coombe Valley. They roosted in a hedge near Coombe Farm and if we had been
able to go out at night we would probably have been able to take up one of them when
asleep, as a hawk is helpless in the dark.

However, at the beginning of the holidays I obtained a very small tiercel (male
peregrine) which I broke to the hood and trained to the lure during August. This
peregrine, named" Midget," and the t\VO goses provided plenty to do during the summer
holidays.

We would take up Midget from his block on the lawn, hood him and then drive
off in the car to the open marshes or moorland. Here he would be unhooded and thrown
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off and would mount higher and higher with his eye on the figure below swinging the
lure. Then with a hard stoop attempt to strike the lure which would be jerked away
by the falconer and he would then throw up to almost as high a pitch as before and stoop
again. Often the lure was not moved quick enough or he anticipated its motion and he
would bind to it. We were hoping to fly him at panridges, but the declaration of war
made that impossible and he was disposed of to another falconer.

Should I, by these scattered remarks have made anybody really interested in
Falconry, if he would see either G. F. Jolly or A. S. Dandridge of School House we
would be very pleased to show him the equipment used in Falconry, our mews and
the goshawk. G.F.J.

CADBURY CASTLE.

History and archaeology are more than" Lower Library subjects," and an interest
in local history and field archaeology will do much to give us a greater appreciationand
undenanding of our surroundings. Convinced of this, I write to the " Shirburnian " on
Cadbury Castle, in the hope that the summer bike rides and sundry walks of many may
be convened from dull and purposeless meanderings to enjoyable and instructive outings,
by a realisation ofthe beauty and history ofSherborne's setting.

Some five miles nonh of Sherborne, just beyond the terraced slopes of Conon Beacon,
there stands a hill of Oolitic formation, isolated from the neighbouring ridges. Even
as one approaches this brown and wooded mound from a distance, one becomes aware
that it is gin by a series of concentric ridges. Closer examination reveals it to be a huge,
triangular fort with four successive rings ofdefences, each ring, higher than the previous
one, all following the contours of the hill.

Bare figures give little impression of the size and grandeur of Cadbury Castle;
only the feeling in the calf muscles, after having climbed what Camden called " a steep
mountain of very difficult ascent," is truely expressive! It is not, however, "but labour
and sorrow"-for on a clear day the view is reward enough. South lie the green hills
over which you have" sweated" on your" bike," Nonh lie the Severn Valley and
Glastonbury Tor-the Vale of Avalon, as legend has it!

Cadbury, naturally enough, attracted much attention in the past, and those three
grand old men of the old order of antiquarians-John Leland, William Camden, and
Dr. William Stukely-all observed the mighty fon that gives Sutton Montis its name.
Even in Leland's day it was associated with Camelot and some Elizabethan maps mark
it as " Camelick." Leland himself writes that " there was found in hominum memoria
a horse-shoe of sylver at Camallate."

Thus, Cadbury occupies a prominent place in local tradition. Leland goes on to
say" The people can telle nothing ther, but that they have hurd say that Arture much
resoned to Camalat" and, even to-day, many believe that it was here that the British
war-lord temporarily checked the Saxon invasion. To suppon this they argue that
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Camelot probably means" hill of war" in British (i.e. Welsh) as Cadbury does in
Saxon; others, however, find different origins for both Cadbury and Camelot, con
necting them with St. Cadoc, a Welsh saint, and Camel, a pre-Roman war god; yet
another" expert" has a "wild cat" theory, which connects the aforesaid feline with
the prefix Cad!

Thus the mists of doubt linger yet, and local lore still has it that, every Christmas
Eve, King Arthur and his knights ride round the fort on steeds shod with silver (shades
of Leland!) and then on to Glastonbury by the path known to this day as
" King Arthur's Hunting Causeway." The fairies, too, have been the cause of mysterious
" goings-on" at Cadbury, while two spring-fed wells, on the outer confines of the
earthwork, bear the names of Arthur and Anne, though we could wish that the associa
tions of the second well were with Guinevere or Morgan le Fay! There is also a mound
on the top of the hill (probably a Thirteenth Century Castle once) called" Arthur's
Castle," or " King Arthur's Citadel."

From an archaelogical standpoint Cadbury is interesting as a striking example
of a " contour fort" ; that is, the lines of the defences are determined by the contours
of the hill from which they are hewn. Its fortifications, unequalled in Somerset for
depth rise, in places, over forty feet above their ditches, and their size and complexity
is best seen in the south-western entrance. The other entrance was in the north-east,
the modem south-eastern entrance being the result of a cart track.

The known facts about the fort are relatively few. The investigations of the Rev.
J. A. Bennett, Rector of South Cadbury in the late Nineteenth Century, disclosed
large numbers of sling stones and pieces of pottery, and he believed that the terraces
to the south of Cadbury were for cultivation purposes (probably true) and that the
wrought masonry of the inner rampart" proved" Cadbury to be the" castra vestiva "
of the Roman garrison at Ilchester (by no means certain). About 1912 excavations
under H. St. C. Gray revealed in numerous implements, ornaments, potsherds, and
coins, and showed that, despite the presence of Stone and Bronze Age relics, there was
no reason for supposing the fort to be anything but an Early Iron Age product.

In conclusion, we may agree with Camden that Cadbury " may by conjecture be
that Cathbreyion where Arthur (as Ninnias has it) routed the Saxons in a memorable
engagement" ; we may think, as Wildman did, that here King Cenwealh (spelt
variously!) in 658 defeated the Britons; but whatever our attitude, realistic or romantic,
historical or fanciful, we cannot fail to be moved by its beauty and its majesty, by its
interest and its associations, as we scramble amid its ramparts, perhaps picking up (as
the patient can) fragments of pottery used two thousand years ago. E.V.M.W.

SOUTHWARK CAMP, 1939.

On Saturday, 5th August, seven Sherborne boys met at Haileybury for the annual
Southwark camp. There were two Haileybury boys there, and we spent the first evening
in going round their school buildings.
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The first night was more exhilarating than restful. Conversation went on until
after midnight (we expected that) but we were not prepared for the artist who crept
through the darkness with a tin of bootblacking, which he spread over the faces of the
sleepers. We drove him off and settled down once more. But not for long! One,
" Ginger," had the great idea of creeping up to a bed and dragging it into the middle
of the room. After an initial success he was suitably punished with a swagger-cane, and
peace reigned at last.

After what seemed a very short time, we were woken by a stout sergeant-major,
who told us that we had under ten minutes in which to get ready for "Gunfire,"
which was only a hot cup of tea. This was followed by P.T. in the open air, which
was not taken quite so seriously as it is here. The efforts of the officers caused almost
as much amusement as their appearance on the morning after guest-night. The
Sergeants had just as good a time in their own mess. (It is said that they never
noticed a lighted squib thrown into their midst).

In the mornings, after a preliminary barrack-room inspection, we paraded. The
Sherborne contingent formed part of a demonstration platoon. The training included
tactical exercises, a route march, night operations, and a most interesting film of a
battalion in action under modern conditions.

The possession of a late pass left you to your own devices from after lunch until
midnight. This time could be spent in playing games or in going to the cinema and
other local attractions.

Thursday was sports day. The activities ranged from three-legged races to an
ingenious obstacle race and a tug-of-war, in which Southwark proved victorious. There
was also an exhibition of blindfold drill by the officers. Their usual military precision
was not noticed on this occasion.

The Sherborne contingent, with the Southwark boys, formed one company. Three
other companies of boys from London made up the rest of the battalion. The rivalry
between these companies was always keen but it worked up to a climax on the last night.
A sudden attack by D Company was beaten off. B Company counter-attacked en masse,
and forced a way into the enemy's dormitory. There they produced a surprise weapon.
a quantity of fireworks. When the fighting was at its height the officers appeared, and
the whole of B Company spent the rest of the night under open arrest.

We should like to take this opportunity of thanking the Headmaster of Haileybury,
all the officers, and especially Colonel Bennett, Mr. Grayburn, and Mr. Harley for
their care and kindness during our most enjoyable week among our new friends from
Southwark.

K.M.J.N.
M.M.J.R.
E.A.P.K-G.
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CORRESPONDENCE
DEAR SIR,

Your present output leaves me in a whirlpool of admiration and curiosity, swirling beneath
the cold ice of criticism (I thought I had better get in a sentence like the above while you were still
reading my letter).

I admire the purple and fine linen with which this Dives amongst School Magazines is dressed.
I have a shrewd suspicion that it is too extravagant to fare sumptuously every day, barely I suspect
once a term. But he/it is beautifully got up and illustrated, by the way what a charming back
ground the dark Swift haunted chapel windows make for the altar-like gymnastic ritual in the courts.
I am reminded of Carmel and Elijah.

Also the lay-out is good. You turn to whatever sport or news you are most interested in and
find it neatly headed and admirably arranged, even the crank who delights " in vain words" is
catered for.

But who pays for it all? That is a mundane consideration (I hope my own subscription is
up to date), and lastly-a dreadful exposure-I do not understand, I cannot make out, the meaning
of much of the literature. I know one must not ask a poet what his poetry means, can an Editor
claim exemption also? I have heard of, and occasionally read vers libre-but here is freedom
run such riot as to beoome licence; free and unfettered. Honestly, I do not know the meaning
of about the fifth part of the poems I have read in recent numbers of the" Shirburnian." Please
forgive the stupidity of an old fogey who fifty years ago was forced at the end of a boot to spend
his much begrudged sixpence on that "Trivial Grammar School Text" with the smug motto
only fit for smiles" Self-Help."

May I humbly submit that the verse in those far-away days contributed by the rank and file
of the school had only value from its extreme rarity but like Nebuchadnezzar's diet in a famous
poem-might be wholesome, but it was not good. There were giants with the pen in those days,
but they were on the staff and not in the studies. To-day there seems a spate of verse printed as
prose and vice-versa. Here I should like to insert a French tag only because I know someone
else will, so I will content myself with the "Times "-honoured signature,

Yours, etc.,
A SUBSCRIBER OF FIFTY-EIGHT YEARS STANDING.

DEAR SIR,

A regrettable attack has been launched on " vers libre " and modem poetry which I consider
my duty to defend to the last nib.

It is an unfortunate trait in human nature to condemn that which one cannot understand (cf.
witch-burnings) but if one cannot understand something there are two courses to take. The first
is to set about it and criticise afterwards: and secondly, a metaphor can be taken out of the book
of nursery-rhymes, wherein it states that the best policy as regards bathing is not honesty, but
a deceptive hanging of land-garments upon hickory-sticks, and a reprehensible refusal to enter the
water. It viould be supcrflous to elaborate on which is the more moral course.

IfArt never set itself problems, it would end in a marsh of degeneracy, for example the Victorian
poets, excluding some of Browning.

The IVlodern Poet sets himself many problems, and "more power to his elbow," say I. I
venture also to prophesy, not unmindful of a certain Cassandra, that in one hundred years time
(peaceful conditions prevailing), men will read contemporary poetry with the same ease, and it is
to be hoped, with less disgust than we now read the purely photographic, psittacist Wordsworth.
I do not defend in detail, I plead in general. I will content myself with withdrawal and waiting.

not very hopefully
under the name

of J. BIRAM.
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DEAR SIR,
I am a philatelist with a grouse. I have cast my eyes around the school and have noted that

every interest from Geography to Chess have been catered for, but that nobody has thought of
founding a Stamp Collectors' Union.

(Why don't you-ED.)

The Editor, the" Shirbunzian."

Yours,
STAMP HINGE.

Mr. Ellison has constructed with his own hands a speetrohelioscope, which is now in position
outside the observatory. There are only two other machines pf a similar kind in the country, one
at Greenwich and the other in Cambridge.

A.W.

SIR,

On some staircases in the school, the brass knobs presumably placed there to prevent people
sliding down the banisters, have been removed, leaving behind them an unpleasant and jagged
screw: while I was trailing my hand along the top of the banisters as I was descending the stairs
I had the misfortune to leave behind a quantity of skin and flesh, which doubtless still adheres
to the screw in question and will bear me witness.

I sincerely hope that this comes to the notice of the persons responsible for refitting these
knobs.

Yours hopefully,

BLOODLESS.

ASBESTOS.
DEAR SIR,

As if to tantalise and annoy old people; as if to aggravate and worry them in their decline,
Western Civilisation has produced rhythm, rhythm that makes the blood of the younger generation
surge to their heads.

The sort of rhythm that has made Services appear as musty as the Crypt to these potential
Dance-band leaders, who attend Chapel every morning. Fretting and fidgeting, they nervously
finger the pages of their Psalm books or bite their nails in anticipation of what? I don't know,
unless perhaps an outburst of " Flat foot floogie " from the Director of Music.

But still; there they are, their wavy hair done neatly, their feet ever ready for the pitter patter
of rhythm. "What bliss it is to loll back in an easy chair listening to the wild sengs of the radio !
What charming words the songs have, too. I'll write them down and learn them in this afternoon's
Physics period: then I'll be one up on the others."

Here they go again: pencil tapping: feet beating : induced by the rapture of the music:
hair straggling over the eyes-hair embalmed with exotic perfume.

And all the time these old people are missing it-it's funny; they seem to get on without it."

Yours,
CHI-CHI.
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DEAR SIR,

Ever sinced you first introduced photographs into the "Shirburnian" I have taken a great
interest in it. But, Sir, surely the amateur photographers, as ingenious as they are will eventually
have exhausted all the available subjects and will soon have "snapped" masters and buildings
from every suitable angle.

Yours,
"JUST A LITTLE BORED."

(You will notice that we are already trying to change this policy-ED.)

A LETTER TO THE" Shirburnian."
DEAR SIR,

Before attempting this letter, I have worked myself into a gentle hysteria; this condition
always adds clarity to my writing-a virtue highly essential to my subject in hand, to wit the end
of the Public School as we know it. Putting it mildly, one would have to regard such an end as
undesirable, frem our point of view; but let's leave it as " a chaotic catastrophe."

I have been assured by high authorities that England is about to succumb to Socialism; among
other things, this would mean that Public Schools would cease to be " private" as they now are,
and class distinctions would largely disappear. This means then, that since this revolution-for
it is no less-is imminent, this number may well be one of the last editions of the" Shirburnian ..
tu be published in the democracy, by middle-class subscribers. Dear, dear. . . Surely, we
must make some farewell gesture, in defiance of the Social-Communists who may gloat over this
copy in the ye~rs to come. So before committing suicide, I write.

Socialists, remember this of us. That our generation was born in the first Great War, and
that it died in the second. That is a poor enough epitaph, and we do not seek for sympathy; but
we asked to be excused for bitterness, and for clinging to old memories of the ways that have been
and to dreams of days that might have been. You may laugh at our class-snobbery, and our "caddish
old school tie," but our forefathers built a great Empire, and brought you prosperity. And you
may laugh at my sentiment too; I hope you do. For though we cry, we have no regrets, and though
we laugh, we are not glad; we can only regardoursleves as we regard some picture-inanimately.
We know that we are only the puppets of Fate.

Why should we pretend? We don't like Socialism any more than Socialism likes us; yet
it has been thrust upon us, because our fathers failed to establish Peace . . When we
were young, we were told that our fathers died gloriously, to ensure the world of everlasting peace.
It was a lie. Their deaths weren't glorious; the poor devils might just as well be alive to-day. As
a result, we have to fight, too, and Socialism is left to pick over what remains of us

But we can reserve our sympathies for you, Socialists. You will have your wars, too, and one
day perhaps, you will cry out to Democracy for help . And Democracy will be dead.

"Out of chaos, into chaos, and then followed Socialism; came Communism and finally
World Anarchy."

Good-bye,
DEMOCRATIC.
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VERSE.
SERIOUS.

JAPAN.
But Mutsuhito was not left to stay
Invisible behind a painted screen,
So, patronised at first, an equal now,
Once more Japan is ruled by martial show
You sigh for old Japan ?-But that would

mean
An .. Island Paradise "-a tourists' prey.

Pine-covered islets: Madame Butterfly:
(Soft clouds of almond-blossom scent the air)
And bamboo huts for fisher folk there were,
And flowery kimones-in days gone by.
But there was too a fiercer side to life
And Samurai with curved two-handed

swords
Would lop off heads to please their slant-eyed

lords
While all the islands seethed with Daimios'

strife.

THE NIGHT RIDERS.

Out of the gaunt still night they came, In pride and power each tossed his head
Their eyes set to the far skies Like a king bird when the wind-swoop

They vanished swiftly like a flame falls,
That leaps out of the stars-and dies. On by the ice-proud lakes they sped,

Out of the dark, taught hills they swept: Their faces set to the morning halls.
They fled down from the broken day: J.G.S.B.
There where the tossing marshes slept,

They thundered on-and died away.

SANAMEN
(After, .. A great and mighty wonder,

A full and holy cure !
The Virgin bears the Infant ••.")

Res miranda, potens, vasta,
Sanamen divinitus !

Infans hodie de casta
Virgine est genitus.

Pange nova gaudia,
carmen renovetur :

, Deo celso gloria,
terrae pax donetur"

Verbum caro fit, sed manens
in supernis sedibus !

et cherubin chorus canens
apparet pastoribus.

Pange nova gaudia, etc.

DIVINlTUS.

Angeli dum triumphales
Regi dant praeconia,

iubilate, montes, valles,
plaudent maris spatia.

Pange nova gaudia, etc.

Is cunetorum, cunctis datus,
dignus laude non minus,

infans in Bethlem est natus,
Redemptor et Dominus.

Pange nova gaudia, etc.

Cadent falsa simulacra,
error mundum deseret ;
dehinc Christus sceptra sacra

Rex et Dominus geret.
Pange nova gaudia

carmen renovetur :
, Deo celso gloria,

terrae pax donetur.'

English Hymnal 19. S.-H.
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Does the old House stand as it used to ?
Do the horses still stand in their stalls?
Do the Pigeons still fly round the

house-top?
Does ivy still cling to the walls ?

Is the wood just the same as ever?
Do the bluebells yet bloom as before?

Does the summer-house stand by the
sundial

Has it still the same rickety door?

333
PROGRESS.

No, fashions have changed with the ages
Your old house was dead long ago;

A broad, white, arterial roadway
Is all that is now left to show.

M.M.

THE EYES HAVE IT.
beyond the mist-wraithed plains of time
where, secret as a marsh land elf
a man may find that dream-himself,
self-weaned of every dream-

covered with nebulous disguise
his sightless eyes still scan the page
across each deemed eternal age
and reads with that age's eyes.

at nights he listens to the dark
his eyes closed to the furtive stars
that leered in thru' the window bars
and tore the night apart-

but other stars leapt in his mind
and streamed along the plastic nerves
catching up memory in their curves
for he was hour blind.

with eyelids closed, the eyes will leap
past the entrenching fist of chance
high across time and circumstance
and presently will peep

God have mercy on man, for man is so little
a silly little creature

a single effort
in all God's striving for perfection

An eternity yawned past
before time was;

a million million centuries
and then the sun was born.

(The Sun is as nothing in the universe;
the universe is as nothing beside space;

space is not the millionth of a letter in the library of infinity :
God is infinity).

J.G.S.B.

The sun was nine parts old
when it spat out the earth ;

the Earth was cold and was worn
crumpled and cooled

its fires like tired .old men
when

an infinitessimal piece of slime
crawled

in the inter-tidal scum
man's ancestor.

Slime into man-a moment:
a moment full of tragedy and pain

and love
and animal contentment

and fear
of the Unknown

(for none may know as God knows)
All this for man alone,

for me ? P.L.D.
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TOPICALITIES.
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Though J quite agree, this European war
Is a topic that is now inclined to bore,
Up to dateness, and you know it
Is essential to the poet,
So I will simply have to feed you up with

more.

The villains on the stage
Are ripe red with righteous rage,
For no reason that the world can yet recall.
Ley and Ribbentrop are there,
Goebbels, Goering and Himmler,
With old uncle Adolf and all.
Adolf Hitler's very worried
Cos the Siegfried Line's been hurried,
And losef Stalin's acted like a cad.
Yet, since not so very long ago
He called the Red a so and so,
He can't pretend he's been really" had."
All the British are annoyed
At the treaties he's destroyed,
Which is something that the Nazis cannot

credit.
For what matter that he breaks
A law some other makes ?
His word's not binding just because he

said it.
Fatty Goering is complaining
That the pamphlets we are raining
Over Germany, are stupid and must stop;
For the Germans that receive 'em
Are so foolish they believe 'em,
Which is causing all his buttons oft'to pop.
And to judge by things he says,
Though it's really rather rummy,
Incredible! But yes,
His are bigger than his tummy !
Mr. Knickerbocker's claim

That these Nazis to their shame
Have invested well abroad, received their

" No."
But since the facts are true,
How the heck the blighter knew
Is something Mr. Goebbels wants to know,
And now, to change the subject rather

wittily,
I think I'll take a dash across to Italy.
For Mussolini wants a peace,
Says the War should really cease,
And, in point of fact, should never have

begun.
" So why defend a nation
That is not in operation,
Try to win a War that's been already won?"
Are you really quite sincere, Benito ?
Are your motives quite as honest as they

look?
Are your motives, oh so rare! Benito
Are you just another dirty crook?

..
That's all I've got to say

.In my blase sort of way,
But in case some blokes complain about my

metre,
Though my verse is very free,
Yet the point is, don't you see,
It's unerveness personifies the way in
Which the rest of the world is running.
I aplogise sincerely
For the last line, but I really
Have to moralise a little after all.
Beside to rhyme with " metre,"
I cbuld only think of " Peter."
And for personal remarks I do not call.

Rov!.

THE ADDER.

The road was long:
The road was white.

I met a snake.
It did not bite.

It darted swiftly oft'the road,
And went to seek it's green abode.

I threw a stone.
I missed.

The snake turned round,
And hissed.

Again I threw. This time I hit.
I leapt for joy. It's tail was split.

I found a rock.
I threw.

My hurried aim
Was true.

The snake was long:
The snake was red.

I left the snake.
The snake was dead.

M.Mee.
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MAKEBELIEF.

We lay with our faces prone to the ground,
With our spirits alert to the slightest sound.
The still of the dusk sent a chill through my mind,
When the clouds swept up and the sun sank behind.

Not the crack of a twig, not the scream of a bird,
Flying home to her nest for the night, could be heard.
Around and before us the slopes rolled away
And the trees in the distance now fled with the day.
The night plunged down and enveloped the land
With her cold clammy fingers, neath the shroud of her hand.
We flattened our bodies 'gainst the warmth of the earth,
But the rain pattered down and soddened our berth.
Far away in the valley the sound of a bell
Struck out the chimes of a distant knell ;
'Twas eight o'clock. Not a soul came our way,
But we loaded our rifles and beside them we lay.
We longed in the cold of that terrible night
For the comfort of home, for warmth and for light;
For we saw not an inch and where we had lain
Was slippery with mud from continuous rain.

Our bodies froze from head to toe,
Our eyes grew tired and our heads sank low,
When all of a sudden a flash rent the sky,
And a rocket fell on a hillock near by.
A vast expanse with our eyes could we scan.
In the glimmering light the shape of a man ;
In the smouldering flames his form stood out clear;
In the dark that ensued, a voice cried, " Who's there? "
'Twas only an umpire walking by night,
Who had just chanced our way, unprepared for a fight,
In acute disappointment we let him go by,
And again I turned to the earth with a sigh.
Then a crash sounded far and a bang sounded near;
To right and to left the burst we did hear;
Around and about us all was aflame:
Through the smoke and the fumes-that umpire now came !
"You're dead !" he cried to our dismay,
And explained what was meant by the fireworks display.
" You may leave the field and go home to bed,
As your artill'ry has bombed you "-the umpire said.

335

ILBERTE ANTOL"E.

PARTY LEADER HESS.

When Hitler's dead and Goering's gone
Comrade Hess will carry on.
Of all the leaders there's none so fine
As Rudolf Hess now in his prime.
Field Marshall Goering, fat and wide
Wears medals on his front and side:
While Ribbentrop, and he's so smart
Has Moscow slashed across his heart.

But not for Leader Hess these things
Not for him the dress of kings.
He's the Fuehrer's man all through
His deputy (if men speak true).

P.S.L
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A SURREALIST POEM !

57, EAST 98TH STREET.

I shouldn't do that if I were you
because you see if you do
you might not be able to spend the night

with the china egg
which has been sat on by a member of the National Government

who was under the impression
that he was falling asleep
in a charabanc
on the way to Geneva .

(which was really unnecessary as he could perfectly well
go to sleep there as everyone else does . . . .)-

where he was going to discuss fishing with Mr. Eden.

" 37, High Street ?"
" Thank you sir"
"Yes sir"
" GOODBYE."

Now that I come to think about it
I am quite sure that I saw
Mr. Chamberlain last night
selling synthetic

towels
to men in purple tights
and green

socks
who were congregated on the top of ST. MARTIN'S IN THE FIELDS
and singing the songs of women
who sew forget-me-nots
onto the brims of bishops' hats.

I shouldn't do it if I were you

I've done it • • .
and it's still raining
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CRICKET.

SCHOOL v. M.C.C.

16
36
14
2

12
31
o

10
4
1
4
2

M.C.C.
Watkins, c Earls-Davis, b Bashford
M. M. Walford, c Courtenay, b Bashford
A. R. Mutter, c Bashford, b Humphreys
T. P. Lawrence, l.b.w., b Bashford
Beet, l.b.w., b Gardner
N. Haig, not out
J. C. Walker, b Humphreys
H. M. Martineau, run out
E. H. Tattershall, c Irvine, b Humphreys
Powell, b Bashford ...
R. R. C. Walker, run out

Extras ...
9

15
37

3
5

29
54
o

101
10
23

The School won the toss and batted on a perfect wicket. The bowling ofWatkins and N. Haig
was fairly accurate and runs did not come very fast, but both Deshon and Courtenay played well,
especially Courtenay, who has had a rather bad patch lately. At 73, however, Deshon played a
ball straight back to the bowler and was caught and bowled, and Watson was deceived by the flight
of his first ball and was well stumped. Williams started very slowly, and tended to play rather
far from the ball, but it was Courtenay who was the next to go at 96, bowled hitting across a straight
one from Powell, who always gets wickets in this match. Hewitt and Slingsby did not last long,
and Earls-Davis only long enough to show what delightful strokes he can play if he plays his narural
game. Irvine and Williams were together in a very useful stand which enabled the School to declare
with a total of 285. Williams, after his shaky start, played beautifully, driving off his back foot
past cover, and scoring very well on the leg side: one of the best innings of the season.

The M.C.C. started slowly against some keen bowling, and only 38 were on the board when
Watkins played out at a ball which went away and was caught at first slip. Earls-Davis nearly had
Walford caught off a slower one but he fell to a catch at short leg soon after at 58. Then followed
a collapse. Humphreys bowled steadily, and after Lawrence was l.b.w. to Bashford, Walker was
bowled by Humphreys. Beet was l.b.w., and Martineau was run out. There was little further
resistance save from N. Haig, and he was dropped with nine wickets down. But, with about 25
minutes to go R. Walker failed to ground his bat and was duly run out.

It was a very good victory, with the side on the top of its form.

SCHOOL.

D. P. T. Deshon, c and b Powell
G. W. L. Courtenay, b Powell
H. L. Watson, st. Tattershall, b Powell
S. F. St. M. Wi1liams, not out
G. B. Hewitt, c Beet, b Powell
F. E. Slingsby, b Watkins
M. R. G. Earls-Davis, c Lawrence, b

Watkins
P. G. A. Irvine, b Walford
H. J. C. Bashford, st. Tattershall, b Powell
P. H. Humphreys, not out
R. H. Gardner, did not bat

Extras ...
Total ... ... 132

Total (for 8 wickets) ... 285

Bowling :-Bashford, 4-46; Humphreys 3-33.
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1st Day.
SCHOOL v. WESTMINSTER.

THE SHIRBURNIAN

Rain and drizzle prevented an early start, but at 10 minutes to twelve Courtenay and Deshon
started effectively, for the second time. Scoring fast, they were still together at lunch time with
the total about 83. After lunch the hundred was sent up and shortly afterwards Deshon, who
had been missed twice, hit rather wildly at a straight ball and was bowled for 51. Watson and
Courtenay rattled the score along very fast indeed, and after adding 94 in about 35 minutes, Watson
was l.b.w. Courtenay and Williams proceeded to attack some mediocre bowling, until Courtenay,
having hit three fours in succession, completed a hundred, hit a couple more fours and was caught.
Hewitt and Slingsby did not stay long, and when Williams left at 288 for a good 44, Earls-Davis
and Irvine added 80 in very quick time, Earls-Davis making a good 54, including seven fours
The School declared at tea, with a respectable total of 361 for 6.

Westminster started disastrously, Earls-Davis and Bashford so taking charge of the situation
that five wickets were down for 19. But Calway batted courageously, well backed up by Wilkinson,
to add 64. However, the tail offered little real resistance, and Bashford and Earls-Davis finished
off the innings just on time for 121.

2nd Day.

A fine day with a slow, easy wicket, and a good chance of Westminster making amends, but
Earls-Davis, with three wickets in two maiden overs broke the back of the opposition, and when
Gardner had Calway caught at 56, Wilkinson falling to a good catch at short leg at the same total,
the tnatch was virtually over, save for two more wickets for Earls-Davis, who showed his best
form of the term. Westminster's 73 was disappointing and they did not do themselves justice
on an easy wicket, but their bowling and fielding were sound. The School fielding was not severely
tested, but proved adequate.

SCHOOL.

G. W. L. Courtenay, c Meyer, b Calway 112
D. P. T. Deshon, b Taylor 51
H. L. Watson, l.b.w., b Taylor 54
S. F. St. M. Williams, b Taylor 44
G. B. Hewitt, c Richardson, b Greenish 3
F. E. Slingsby, l.b.w., b Calway 7
M. R. G. Earls-Davis, not out 54
P. G. A. Irvine, not out ... 26
H. J. C. Bashford "'1
P. H. Humphreys ~ Did not bat
R. H. Gardner J

Extras 10

Total (for 6 wickets) ... 361
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o
27
o
o
o
6

27
o
6
o
o
2Extras

WESTMINSTER.
6 b Earls-Davis

38 c Williams, b Humphreys
2 c Irvine, b Earls-Davis
o b Earls-Davis
o b Earls-Davis
o c Watson, b Bashford

65 c Watson, b Gardner
1 c Courtenay, b Earls-Davis
7 c and b Humphreys
o not out
1 b Bashford
1

B. V. I. Greenish, l.b.w., b Earls-Davis
E. M. H. Wilkinson, c Hewitt, b Humphreys
H. A. H. Winge, c Earls-Davis, b Bashford
R. O. C. Borradaile, c Irvine, b Bashford
P. Goatly, c Irvine, b Earls-Davis
C. A. Richardson, l.b.w., b Bashford
F. F. Calway, c Slingsby, b Earls-Davis
E. S. Meyer, run out
A. F. Taylor, b BaShford ...
R. T. C. Wade, l.b.w., b Earls-Davis
R. M. T. Walker-Brash, not out

Extras

2
o
3
9

9
5

12
1
1

22
9

14

... 73

CANADIANS.
N. A. Urquhan, l.b.w., b Earls-Davis
L. J. Ashburner, b Bashford •
J. R. Henderson, b Earls-Davis
A. B. Fleck, b Gardner
J. H. H. Scandrett, st. Irvine, b

Humphreys
L. G. Langley, l.b.w., b Slingsby
H. R. Gallie, b Bashford
E. C. Cayley, b Humphreys
H. E. Archibald, run out
I. A. Barclay, not out
J. A. Whittingham, c and b Humphreys

Extras ...

9
76
14

63
5

12

20
1

29
5

'15

Total ... 121 Total
Bowling :-Earls-Davis 4-24; Bashford 4-33. Earls-Davis 5-22.

SCHOOL v. THE CANADIANS.

(on theUpper on July 11th).
Bashford won the toss and Courtenay and Deshon opened to the bowling of Ashburner and

Barclay who both used a rather unusual field. For a change Deshon did most of the scoring at the
start and at 23 Courtenay was bowled playing back to Ashburner. Deshon, joined by Watson
scored freely until at 60 Watson was caught at the wicket off Gallie, a fastish right-hander. Williams
and Deshon carried on until lunch when the latter had just reached his 50. After the resumption
Deshon was always forcing the pace, but at 136 he was well caught at mid-off off a full-blooded
drive. None of Williams' remaining partners did much and he was eventually caught in the slips
attacking the bowling. Bashford enlivened the later stage of the innings with some shrewd blows
and he was able to declare with the score at 249 for 9. The Canadians ground fielding was good
and their bowling steady. But when they batted they seemed quite unable to deal with the swing
of Bashford and Earls-Davis and lost 3 wickets for 5 runs. Fleck, Scandrett and Gallie made a
few runs but nine wickets were down for 55. Then Barclay and Wittingham, two left handers,
added a brave 32 for the last wicket before the latter was caught and bowled by Humphreys. The
Canadians, in their first match, were obviously unused to the conditions, but their batting was
obviously not as good as their fielding and bowling.

SCHOOL.

G. W. L. Courtenay, b Ashburner
D. P. T. Deshon, c Barclay, b Henderson
H. L. Watson, c Langley, b Gallie
S. F. St. M. Williams, c Ashburner, b

Barclay
G. B. Hewitt, b Henderson
F. E. Slingsby, l.b.w., b Barclay
M. R. G. Earls-Davis, c Ashburner, b

Henderson
P. G. A. Irvine, b Barclay
H. J. C. Bashford, not out
P. H. Humphreys, l.b.w., b Henderson
R. H. Gardner, did not bat

Extras ...
Total ... ... 87

Total (for 9 wickets dec.) 249
Bowling :- Earls-Davis, 2-5; Bas-,

ford, 2-10; Slingsby, 1-12; Gardner.
1-31; Humphreys, 3-15.
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SCHOOL V. DOWNSIDE.

(at Downside, July 13th).

THE SHIRBURNIAN

The Downside captain won the toss, but sent the School in on an easy paced wicket. Deshon
and Courtenay opened confidently and the former soon drove Sheridan for 4. From then on both
batsmen took complete charge of the game and kept the score going at a good rate, only Carton-Kelly
being able to keep the runs down. Both reached their 50 before lunch, Deshon with a particularly
fine off-drive. At lunch the score was 158 for no wicket; Courtenay 87 and Deshon 66. Both went
on after lunch, Courtenay getting his century with a single to the off off Sherid~n, and Deshon
his, soon after with a beautifully timed hook shot for four off Crowder. So they went on and it
looked as if they could not get out, until at 243 Deshon was tb.w. trying to pull Carton-Kelly.
His driving and hooking had been especially good and he had hit 18 4's. Watson joined Courtenay
and after late-cutting Taylor for three 4's was deceived by a googly from Watts; 272-2-18.
Courtenay, joined by Earls-Davis, was still scoring with great freedom, and he soon reached his
150. But with the score at 314 Courtenay was caught at the wicket and Bashford declared.
Courtenay's fine innings contained 23 4's.

Downside had three-quarters of an hour batting before tea and lost 4-38, Slingsby holding
a brilliant catch in the gully and Gardner another good one at short leg. After tea, Hyde, the only
one of the early batsmen who looked like staying was caught at silly mid-off off Humphreys. The
remaining wickets offered some resistance but Slingsby held another good catch in the gu11ey,
and Humphreys and Bashford shared the wickets, the Downside innings closing for 105. It was
a really fine win for the School with the whole side at its best. The opening stand was a School
record.

SCHOOL.

G. W. L. Courtenay, c Bacon, b Carton-
Kelly ... 166

D. P. T. Deshon, tb.w., b Carton-Kelly 112
H. L. Watson, b Watts 18
M. R. G. Earls-Davis, not out 11
S. F. St. M. Williams ")
P. G. A. Irvine I
G. B. Hewitt
F. E. Slingsby I Did not bat
H. J. C. Bashford
P. H. Humphreys
R. H. Gardner

DOWNSIDE.

C. G. Hyde, c Hewitt, b Humphreys 22
J. W. Bacon, b Earls-Davis 0
A. C. L. Glass, c Slingsby, b Bashford ... 7
H. E. Watts, c Gardner, b Bashford 4
R. W. Smith, tb.w., b Bashford 2
D. L. Omerod, c Slingsby, b Earls-Davis 8
A. J. Davidson, b Humphreys 21
J. V. Taylor, not out 15
R. G. Sheridan, b Humphreys 3
W. E. Crowder, b Humphreys 5
L. D. Carton-Kelly, tb.w., b Bashford 7

Extras... 11

Total (for 3 wickets dec.) 314 Total ... ... 105

Bowling :-Earls-Davis, 2-19; Bashford,
4-35; Humphreys, 4-31; Gardner, 0-9.

" A" ELEVEN V. DORCHESTER STRAGGLERS.

This was a match of high scores and very moderate bowling, on a day when the pitch aided
the batsmen much more than the bowlers. The Dorchester Stragglers won the toss and decided
to bat first. Wickets fell very slowly and only 3 wickets fell before they declared for 174, of which
Hammond made 44 and Baunton 40.
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The School started badly, for Hewitt was soon out for 8. Then Irvine came in and settled
down with Williams, S., and this partnership put on nearly 100 runs. Mter these were out, wickets
fell fairly quickly, Bardett, G., being the only one to hold out. This somewhat uninteresting match
finished in a draw, the School scoring 164 for 5 wickets.

1st XI, 1939.

RETROSPECT AND CHARACTERS.

The First Eleven had a very fine season this year. Six matches were won out of the ten played.
Of the Schools, Blundell's, Westminster and Downside were well beaten. The Canadians, who
played their first match here and thus lacked practice, met a side which was nearing the top of its
form, and were beaten in an interesting game. We can look back upon that match with great
pleasure, as there was much of the air of festival cricket about it, and added to this was the interest
in seeing how the Canadians had been taught the game. From their play I do not think that we
could learn very much, except perhaps the great virtue of persevering in the field and of putting
as much energy into the fielding when 200 runs are on the board as when there are only 50. The
spirit in which some of them played would have delighted those who clamour for brighter and
brighter cricket, and the unorthodox calling between the wickets was a revelation to those who
are used to the rather dignified calling which we are taught, but I do not recommend it. We can
only sympathise with them that the weather was so bad.

The only defeat of the season was at Tonbridge. From the point of view of results this was,
of course, unfortunate. An unbeaten record always looks very good, but an occasional defeat is
an excellent thing for a side, and undoubtedly makes revenge when it comes, as it will do, all the
more sweet. We were beaten by what proved to be perhaps the best school side of the year. Our
batting failed for the only time during the season, but not only were the batsmen at fault, the
catching too was poor, and these two combined to produce an almost inevitable result.

One of the most pleasing results of the season was the win over the M.C.C. They had by no
means a weak side. Powell, the leg-spinner, was there to bowl us out, and Beet, one of the smallest
players in county cricket, was there to make the runs. We took eighty runs off Powell and Beet
thought he was out to the first ball he received. We declared and beat our opponents by 150 runs.

Of the other club matches, the Town were beaten, there were favourable draws with the Free
Foresters and the Dorset Rangers and an even draw with the O.S.S. Rain spoilt the Clifton and
the Somerset Stragglers matches. The Radley game was not played because the dates would not
fit. I hope that the match will be played next year. It has been arranged.

H. J. C. Bashford (1936-7-8-9) was an excellent and energetic captain, both of the XI and of
School cricket. His record of wickets was not quite as good as last year, but he was the most dan
gerous bowler in the side and suffered rather severely from dropped catches. In spite of this and
of the various worries which a good captain must always have in the field, he took more wickets
than anyone else, and we congratulate him on being selected with G. W. L. Courtenay to play for
the Young Amateurs v. The Young Professionals at Lord's. His batting had deteriorated since he
was a Colt, but it was enough for him to concentrate on bowling and captaining the side.

S. F. St. M. Williams (1937-8-9) had a very good season. He was always a good man to have in
the side because of his rock-like qualities. He provided an excellent example of how to watch the
ball, but until the end of the season, a poor one of how to hit it hard.

G. W. L. Counenay (1938-39) and D. P. T. Deshon (1939) made as good an opening pair as
one could wish to have, and their record of 243 for the first wicket at Downside was a splendid
performance. Deshon was perhaps the more correct player and we hope for great things from him
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for two or three years to come. Courtenay timed the ball excellently and scored very fast. He had
a bad patch in the middle of the season, and lost a certain amount of confidence, but later on
regained it and made some very big scores.

H. L. Watson (1939) was an efficient number 4. He wasted no time in making his runs, a
thing for which his partners must at times have felt very strongly, for often he was half-way back
for another run when they had just reached the crease. One felt that he inspired confidence even
though his innings had been a small one. His fielding should have been good but somehow some
thing.was lacking.

F. E. Slingsby (1939) and G. B. Hewitt (1939) often had a difficult task to perform when they
went in. Many times all that was required of them was that they should get runs quickly when a
large score was already on the board. Their chief fault, I think, lay in their somewhat obstinate
refusal-or so it seemed to be-to practise what they were told in the nets. They both had certain
unsound strokes which could have been improved upon by a little concentration. They were
batsmen with possibilities for making runs and hitting loose bowling. Slingsby fielded exceptionally
well in the gully. Hewitt was good anywhere near the wicket.

M. R. G. Earls-Davis (1938-39), fast medium, opened the bowling. He was sometimes
erratic, and always enormously enthusiastic. He could be a useful left-handed batsman, but so
often failed to survive the first three overs. After this had been done the ball travelled to the bound
ary fairly frequently.

P. H. Humphreys (1938-39) bowled slow, length, balls and took his toll of wickets. I hope we
shall be able to find another like him next year with perhaps a little more spin. He was by no means
a bad bat.

P. G. A. Irvine (1939) kept wicket well. He improved as the term progressed and followed
well in the steps of such good players as Griffin and Glennie. He could bat well, too, but often
he did not get the chance.

Finally there was R. H. Gardner (1939), a left hander. We had several left handers from
whom to choose and he was the best of them. He bowled very steadily and his best performance
was three wickets of a strong Free Forester side. He, too, could bat well but he had in common
with many other boys one bad fault. He was not good on the middle and leg.

Throughout the term we tried to find a good right hand spin bowler and a number of players
tried their hand at this type of bowling but none was considered good enough to be included in
the side. Many of these however will be back next year, we hope, and there may be a place for one
of them in the side.

Name.
G. W. L. Courtenay
D. P. T. Deshon
S. F. St. M. Williams
H. L. Watson
F. E. Slingsby
G. B. Hewitt ...
P. H. Humphreys
P. G. A. Irvine
H. J. C. Bashford
M. R. G. Earls-Davis
R. H. Gardner

1ST XI AVERAGES, 1939.
BATTING.

Innings.
11
11
9

10
8
7
6
7
6

10
3

Runs. Not outs
620 0
542 0
318 2
322 2
183 2
175 0
70 3

113 2
110 1
149 3

15 2

Highest
Score. Average.
166 56.36
112 49.27
101* 45.43
109* 40.25
96* 30.5
86 25.00
28* 23.33
26* 22.6
31 22.10
54 21.29
11 15.0

*Not out.
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BOWLING.

343

Overs. Maidens. Runs.Name.

P. H. Humphreys
M. R. G. Earls-Davis
H. J. C. Bashford
F. E. Slingsby
R. H. Gardner

149.4
144.4
211.5

32
62

30
29
36

6
3

370
494
601

99
223

Wickets. Average.

24 15.24
26 19.0
30 20.0

4 24.7
8 27.8

Total aggregate-For 2738-73. Against 1956-100.

SECOND XI RESTROPECT.

The Second Eleven had a very successful season, winning all their matches. Harman captained
the team with great judgment, which contributed considerably to the success of the team.

Brayne and Harman were the outstanding batsmen and Bartlett and Smedley gave valuable
assistance in both batting and bowling. Leslie Jones, Ellis, and Evans bowled with great accuracy,
and proved a stumbling block to the opposing teams. Proctor and Way were useful change bowlers,
and were the two fielders in a very moderate fielding side.

Harman kept wicket well throughout the season.

SENIOR COLTS.

RESULTS :-v. Downside, at Sherborne. Won by 129 runs.

Sherborne 201 for 4 (declared); P. Williams 63 not out, Irvine 58, M. R. Rickett
48 not out.

Downside 72; Mathew 3 for 10, Lilley 2 for 8, Arkell 2 for 10.

v. Canford, at Sherborne. Won by 5 wickets.

Canford 96; Ricketts 4 for 24, Mathew 2 for 3.

Sherborne 133 for 7; Ricketts 42, Hawkins 37 not out, P. F. C. Pearn 29.

v. Foster's School, on the Terrace, Sherborne. Lost by 88 runs.

Foster's School 142 for 7 (declared); Edmonds 3 for 26, Carey 2 for 30.

Sherborne 54; Rutherford 21, Allen 14.

v. Downside, at Downside. Won by 3 wickets.

Downside 91; Holman 4 for 22, Jackson 2 for 8, Williams 2 for 8, Arkell 2 for 29.

Sherborne 163 for 9; Hawkins 61, Macgillycuddy 51.

v. Canford, at Canford. Drawn.

Canford 141 for 6 (declared); Russell 3 for 59, Ricketts 2 for 13.

Sherborne 104 for 5; Lilley 47 not out, Edmonds 19 not out, Ricketts 18.
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The general level of the Colts this year was not very high, but there were a number of players
who merited a trial. However, that made the choice of the best side when necessary very difficult,
as well as the assessment of individual claims to a Colt's Cap. Only one match was lost and that
on a day when two sides had to be put into the field. Both matches were played in depressingly
wet conditions, that against Foster's School being lost. Owing to the late arrival of Monkton
Combe, there was only time for an hour each way in the other match. We did better than they
did, but it could hardly be called a match and is not included in the list of results.

Williams was a good captain, setting a good example in the field; but his batting was toO
stiff, though he watched the ball carefully. The best player was Ricketts, who should develoP
into a really good all-rounder. Holman showed promise as a slow leg-break bowler, and others
who took the eye as likely 1st XI players of the future were Hawkins and Rice as wicket-keepers,
Edmonds, Farrer, Macgillycuddy and Irvine as bats, and Arkell as a slow left-hand bowler. Jackson,
Pearn and Lilley might also be heard of too. There were no good pace bowlers. The fielding
after showing promise early in the term, hardly developed as one hoped and expected it would.
Matches with Weymouth and Taunton had to be cancelled owing to illness. What promised to
be the best match of all, the return match with Canford, was spoilt by rain. Our opponents
gave us barely an hour to get the runs, so the score was quite creditable in the circumstances.

FAMOUS LAST SAYINGS

All Right!
It always

strikes late !

----
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CHRISTMAS TERM.

FOOTBALL.

SCHOOL v. YEOVIL.

Played on the Upper on October 7 and won by 54 points to nil.
Yeovil won the toss and played towards Sherborne. Almost immediately Williams broke

through and scored between the posts. The School continued to press and Hammond completed
two movements with further tries under the posts. Towards half-time Yeovil rallied, but the
pressure on the School was relieved by a loose rush to the Yeovil end, resulting in a twenty five.
The School led by four goals to nil at half time. This lead was soon increased with tries scored
by Watson, Williams, and Walker. As the Yeovil side began to tire, the School outsides, who
were making good use of the excellent heeling of the forwards, scored further tries.

The School showed great promise in their first match but it must be remembered that the
Yeovil side was severely handicapped by having only four of their own players on the field, the
team being drawn from four different sides.

Tries were scored by Walker (3), Hammond (3), Williams (2), Watson, Courtenay, Lilley,
and Mathew one each. Deshon converted nine goals.

The School side was: D. P. T. Deshon, G. W. Hammond, G. W. L. Courtenay, P. M. de
C. Williams, A. C. Walker, S. S. Elvery, H. L. Watson, J. W. G. French, D. C. Organ, J. E. Bass
Thompson, H. L. Peel Yates, E. H. Walsworth-Bell, G. G. Mathew, R. F.G. Lilley, J. R. Proctor.

SCHOOL v. BLUNDELLS.

This match was played on the Upper on October 14 and won, after a hard game, by 3 goals
and a try to a goal and a try. The School started well and after a short time nearly scored through
a penalty, well kicked by Deshon. The game was kept in the Blundell's half and Watson scored from
a loose scrum near the line. Deshon converted with a good kick. Ten minutes later the lead was
increased by a second try. by Watson from another loose scrimmage. However, the Blundell's
pack was proving superior in both the tight and the loose, and so, for a time, the game swung
round in their favour. Fortunately the pressure was relieved by Walker, who scored a very good
"snap try" in the corner; the kick, which was taken under the posts on account of an obstruction,
was converted by Deshon. The game was again carried to the Sherborne twenty-five, and half
time came with Blundells on the attack.

Mter half-time the Blundells forwards almost monopolised the ball in the scrums, and only
good tackling by Walker and Courtenay kept them out. However, after a quarter of an hour Davis
forced his way through for Blundells, the kick was converted, and excitement was further increased
when Chapman struggled over, far out. The kick failed. More anxious moments followed, and
Blundells narrowly missed a penalty. Then the game swung round until Blundells were on the
defensive, and the school all but scored, but Courtenay made the issue certain, dribbling through
in the centre to score a good opportunist try near the corner. Deshon kicked a fine goal, and the
whistle followed to finish a very exciting game. Both sides were thoroughly aroused by the end
and, if the Blundells outsides had been able to take advantage of the chances given them by their
heavy pack, the issue might well have been different. The Sherbome forwards heeled badly
throughout, but showed life in the loose. The School outsides were given few chances by the
opposing wing forwards, who were helped by our slow heeling. Deshon was safe at full-back
and kicked well.

The School side was: D. P. T. Deshon, G. W. Hammond, G. W. L. Courtenay, P. M. de
C. Williams, A. C. Walker, S. S. Elvery, H. L. Watson, J. W. G. French, D. C. Organ, J. E. Bass
Thompson, E. H. Walsworth-Bell, R. A. Bethell, R. F.G. Lilley, J. R. Proctor, H. L. Peel-Yates.
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SCHOOL v. THE 52 HEAVY BRIGADE.

THE SHIRBURNIAN

Played on the Upper, October 28.

The School beat the 52 Heavy Brigade by a goal, a penalty goal and 2 tries to a goal. At the
start the game was very even, the visitors making good use of a strong wind while playing towards
Yeovil. However, the School forwards were getting plenty of the ball, and the School nearly scored
twice; Bell once falling just short of the line. But a score was not long in coming, Deshon picking
up the ball which had gone loose in the opposing twenty-five and scored. The kick failed. The
52 Heavy Brigade then took the ball back to the other end and just before half time their left wing
broke away to send his inside over near the corner flag; a very good kick converting the try.

In the second half playing with the wind the School became dangerous and soon took
the lead, with a good penalty kick by Deshon. For a time after this, the School forwards lost their
fire, and the visitors' left wing made several dangerous runs. But Elvery made good use of the
wind, and in the closing stages the School's better training prevailed. After a good movement
Walker scored a try, Deshon converting with a good kick, and near the end Proctor dribbled over
from ten yards out. The whistle came with the 52 Heavy Brigade on the attack, and so ended a
very clean and open game. Though badly outweighted, the School forwards gave their outsides
plenty of the ball, whilst in the loose they were always very lively. The halves played together
well, and Walker was very fast on the left wing. The centres, however, were taking their passes
at half speed, and thus many promising movements failed. At full-back Deshon was very safe.

School: D. P. T. Deshon, G. W. Hammond, N. W. Heale, P. M. de C. Williams, A. C.
Walker, S. S. Elvery, H. L. Watson, D. C. Organ, G. W. Wilson, E. H. Walsworth-Bell, K.
]. W. G. French, J. E. Bass-Thompson, R. F.G. Lilley, J. R. Proctor, H. L. Peel Yates.

SCHOOL V. OXFORD GREYHOUNDS.

This match was played on the Upper on November 4 and resulted in a surprise victory for
the School by two tries to a penalty goal. Throughout the first half the forwards got more than
their share of the ball in both the tight and the loose. But our outsides were inclined to drop their
passes and many dangerous situations arose when the opposing backs kicked the ball through.
Only good kicking prevented the Greyhounds from scoring, Hastings being particularly dangerous.
But, after some loose play in midfield, Williams got the opposition on the wrong foot and was only
brought down just short of the line. The ball was dribbled on and Watson was up to touch down.
Deshon's kick hit the post. About ten minutes later Watson broke away from the half-way line
and kicked over the full-back's head. A loose scrum was formed on the line and from a set scrum
the School forwards pushed the other pack over the line, Proctor falling on the ball to score.

In the second half the School forwards were often inclined to break too soon, thus loosing
the shove. The Oxford Greyhounds began to get the ball from the set scrums and many dangerous
movements ensued. After about ten minutes one of the School forwards was " off side" and the
Greyhound's full-back kicked a good penalty. They continued to press, but Deshon's sound kicking
kept them on the twenty-five line. The School forwards were still very alive in the loose and only
the opposing full-back's steady kicking and tackling saved a try. Towards the end, the School
all but scored from a loose scrum, but in the last minute the game was carried to the School line,
where Deshon touched down to make the issue safe.
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Teams :-
SCHOOL: D. P. T. Deshon, G. W. Hammond, J. W. Heale, P. M. de C. Williams, A. C.

Walker, S. S. Elvery, H. L. Watson, D. C. Organ, K. G. W. Wilson, E. H. Walsworth-Bell, J. W.
G. French, J. E. Bass-Thompson, R. F.G. Lilley, J. R. Proctor, H. L. Peel Yates.

OXFORD GREYHOUNDS: D. H. Burrow, S. F. St. M. Williams, W. Norman, M. M. Walford,
J. G. Rossiter, P. R. Hastings, H. A. Langhi, P. C. de Foch, J. H. Selbe, M. J. Seale, RH. Goulden
R H. Way, H. D. Darcus, H. W. Montefiore, A. Inglesby.

2ND XV v. R.A.F. (WARMWELL). Home.

The School won this match by 29 points to 5 (four goals and three tries to a goal). They led
16 points to nil at half-time, tries having been scored by Scott, who had backed up well, and then
by Way, Edwards and Smedley. RA.F. Warmwell never really got warmed up in the first half,
and the School forwards, though very much outweighted, gave their outsides plenty of the ball.
even though their heeling was often ragged.

After half-time the visitors began to settle down and soon scored a try between the posts,
which was converted. But just when they had begun to look dangerous, one of their forwards was
injured, and had to retire.

The School once again took the play into the opposing half and further tries were added by
Mathew, Murray and Edwards.

2ND XV V. DOWNSlDE. Away.

The School kicked off and play was at once carried into the Downside twenty-five, and after
about four minutes play Winnicott, on the left wing, opened the scoring with a try near the corner
flag. The kick, an excellent one, by Leslie-Jones, just failed. The forwards settled down after a
short period of scrappy play, and soon carried all before them. The School got the ball from most
of the set scrums and always in the loose. The three-quarters combined well, and Smedley made
several fine openings. At half-time the score was 27-0 (three goals and four tries).

The play then became more individualistic, and the outsides tried to break through by them
selves instead of opening up. There were several forward rushes by both sides, but the Downside
backs were weak in defence.

Leslie-Jones came into the three-quarter line several times in the second half, thus providing
the extra man over, who scored twice. He was unlucky with several of his kicks, missing by a few
f~et.

In general, our opponents were rather weak, and did not provide much opposition against
ou.: heavier scrum and faster outsides. The score was 48--0.

2ND XV v. BRYANSTON. Away.
The School won the toss and Bryanston kicked off with the wind. A drizzle was falling, makini;

the ball difficult to handle. The play continued in midfield for a time, and then Bryanston began
to press. Way relieved the side continually with some good kicking, and soon the Sherborne for
wards began to settle down. Sherborne pressed hard, but most of the hard work of the forwards
was spoilt by the backs, who were dropping their passes. Finally, after some snappy play on the
goal-line, a penalty was awarded to the School right beneath the posts, and Leslie-Jones kicked
an easy goal (3-0). Bryanston kicked off again, but were soon in difficulties. The School forwards
were working hard, and were hustling the lighter Bryanston pack. Bryanston made one or two
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sallies into the Sherborne half, none of which looked dangerous except for one fine run by their
right wing. But after the School had pressed hard for several minutes Leslie-Jones passed to
Winnicott on the blind side, and he gathered and went over to score a good try half way out to
the touch-line. Vipan converted, and half-time came soon after this. (8-0).

The second half was dull and uneventful. Sherborne pressed most of the time, but failed
to push home their advantages, and good tackling by the Bryanston three quarters prevented a
score. Bryanston tried hard, but never got far into the Sherborne twenty-five, Way always relieving
by excellent kicking. Finally a blatant off-side yielded a penalty goal from Leslie-Jones. (11-0).

No-Side came with the School attacking. A poor game with no attempt at combination by
the School backs. Dropped passes spoiled many promising movements, and much of the tackling
was very light. Among the forwards Gardner, Bethell, Vipan, White and Scott H. were out
standing, and Winnicott at right wing played well. The other backs failed to impress except
Leslie-Jones, who played a sound game throughout, his passing and tackling being excellent.

COLTS.

Played All Hallows (home) on October lOth and won 16--0.

Played Weymouth (away) on October 17th and won 25-3.

Played Downside (away) on October 26th and won 32-3.

Played Bryanston (away) on October 31st and won 20-0.

3RD XV.
Played Claysmore (home) on October 31st and lost 8-11.

FAMOUS LAST SAYINGS

It's easy,
you just put your feet
on the handlebars, like

this.
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The VIII had rather an unsuccessful season this year with their side-by-side
matches, but at Bisley, though lower than last year, they by no means disgraced
themselves.

In our side-by-side matches we lost to Clifton, Canford and Marlborough; and
won against Blundells and a Naval team from Portland. We won about half of our
postal matches. This year's Bisley had to be curtailed as a result of the international
situation, and owing to lack of accommodation we had to stay in Guildford, instead of
Bisley-not an unpopular change. The Gale and Polden Competition did not feature
in the shortened "Bisley" programme, but we were lucky in having two squaded
practice shoots, which were probably of equal value. In the Asl:.burton we started with
a score of 236 at two hundred yards, but dropped to 226 at five hundred yards, thus
giving us a total of 462, and placing us 12th.

The Cadet Pair were successful in winning all their side-by-side matches, and they
too won about fifty per cent. of their Postal Matches. At Bisley they scored 114, placing
them tenth.

We have been able to carry on with the Senior Shooting Competition on the minia
ture range this term, although extra shooting has perforce been abandoned. We hope
to have sufficient ammunition for school Postal Matches next term, but at present
the future of Shooting during war-time is rather a matter of conjecture.

W.T.B.S

SQUASH.

The Senior and Junior Squash Competitions took place in the term, 1939. J. K. J. Holman was
the winner of the senior, and C. R. Holman the winner of the junior.
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MARRIAGES.

ROGERS-LUXMORE. On November 15th, at Dalton, John Rogers (d. 1930-33),
the Devon Regiment, to Sybilla Luxmore.

MAY-JAMES. On October 4th, at Marlsford Parish Church, Guy Norman May
(d. 1929-35), only son ofDr. and Mrs. May ofSonning, Berks, to Hazel, younger daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. T. L. James, of Towngate, Wadhurst, Sussex.

ENGAGEMENT.

TAYLOR-HANNAM. D. W. B. Taylor (d. 1930-34), son of Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
Taylor, of Hendford Lodge, YeoviI, to Lillian, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Hannam,
of King's Green, Burton, Dorset. ~

GENERAL.

The Royal Humane Society's Bronze Medal and Certificate for Life Saving has
been awarded to G. R. A. Wright (d) who with W; E. Salter (Cheltenham) swam 150
yards through a rough sea and heavy breakers near Bacton, Norfolk, to secure a life-line
from the shore to a Lowestoft drifter which had been driven aground, at night, in a
three-quarter gale and was in difficulties. But for the action of these two it is probable
that the crew of the drifter would not have escaped with their lives.

FOOTBALL RESULTS.

1ST XV. November 11th Downside Won 13-0 Away.
November 18th Marlborough Won 15-0 Away.
November 25th Downside Won 48-3 Home.

2ND XV. November 7th An Army XV. Lost 8-9 Home.
November 11th Clifton 2nd XV. Won 20-0 Home.

3RD XV. November 11th An Army XV. Won 6-5 Home.
November 18th An Army XV. Won 14-3 Home.
Nobember 23rd Canford 2nd XV. Won 26-0 Away.

COLTS November 9th Canford Won 25-0 Home.

(Accounts of some of these will aPl'ear in the next issue).
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1ST ROUND

2ND ROUND

HOUSE JUNIORS.

School House" A " beat School House" B "

Thompson's beat Heys'

Parry-Jones' beat Barlows'

Ross' beat E1derton's

School House" A " beat Ross'

Parry-Jones' beat Thompsons'

9-3

5-3

13-3

19-0

11-5

24-6

S. S. Elvery.

J. W. G. French.

J. E. Bass Thompson.

E. H. Walsworth-Bell.

The following have been awarded School Colours :

1ST XV.

P. M. de C. Williams.

G. W. L. Courtenay.

D. C. Organ.

K. G. W. Wilson.November 25th

November 11th

November 7th

November 11th

2ND XV.

R. H. Leslie-Jones.

H.D. Way.

H. G. Scott.

J. H. Watson.

XXX BLAZERS.

R. H. Gardner.

R. R. Winnicott.

November 23rd Smedley.

Heale.

Scott, A.

Foot.

Edwards.

Murray.

Sampson.

Kinder.

Graham.

Mathew.

Baker.

Conswell.

Catt.

Dry.

October 31st

November 9th

Leslie, P.

Rice.

Lucas.

COLTS.

Farrer.

Rowllings.

Grenville.

Walmesley.

Wickham.

November 20th

December 1st

GYM. COLOURS.

R. L. J. Banbour. R. S. Clarke.

SCHOOL PREFECT.

J. R. Procter.
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TOM BOWLEY.

Three weeks before he would have celebrated his Diamond Wedding, Tom Bowley,
friend of so many Old Sherbumians, died after a short illness on November 9th. He
was once said to be the best bowler in England; certainly on one occasion he bowled
out" W.G. " three times in twenty minutes. When he gave up first-class cricket, after
some years with the Surrey team, he had been playing since 1876. He came to Sherbome
as Coach in 1894 and retired in 1910. He lived and sold bats and other cricket gear
in a house almost opposite Freeman's present one. The grounds were considerably
smaller then, but even so it is a matter for wonder how on earth all the grass was cut
with the old horse mower, but it certainly was cut. Then, as now, boys did not realise
the immense amount of work that makes their games possible. The Upper always
provided a wonderful wicket and" Ranji "described it as second to none in the south.

Tom was a good coach, there is no doubt of that, and his success was due to his
ability to say in a few words all that was needed, so that he seldom bewildered a boy
in the nets. He had, too, a definite personality and a keen sense of humour. His
favourite story told how a certain Captain of the Eleven, having been given out; as he
thought, wrongly, raged up to him spluttering, " Tom, you old swine, when I am in
Abraham's bosom and you are down below, don't you dare to ask me for anything."
And then Tom would roar with laughter and say, " And now he's a parson!" He had
the goodwill of us all because we knew that he was a true man and a straight one. And
he was modest, though he could tell of all the great players of his day; and they were
great days, those, in the cricket world, for golf and tennis had hardly begun to appeal
to the mass. We knew, too, that he had had an abiding love for the School he served
so long and faithfully. In addition he had a wonderful capacity for friendliness and
an ever-ready welcome for those who came to see him. Many an Old Boy and many
a Master will remember with appreciation the unaffected courtesy of Tom and his wife
in their own home.

Sherbome has indeed been lucky in those who have served her on the playing
fields. A.H.T-R.
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